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Executive Summary
The Central African Mining and Exploration Company plc (CAMEC) was able to flourish on the
London Stock Exchange’s junior market despite its close links to Robert Mugabe’s ZANU PF
party (Zimbabwe), the dubious provenance of its Congolese mining assets and the unsavoury
reputation of key business associates.
This report sets out the history of CAMEC’s listing on the London Stock Exchange’s Alternative
Investment Market (AIM) in the context of the unresolved legacy of the wartime mining contracts
awarded by the government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). The DRC’s lucrative
minerals sector is beset by the continuing problem of corruption, which blights the well-being
and future prospects of the Congolese population. The RAID report is the first systematic
examination of the extent to which corporate conduct in zones of conflict is taken into account by
stock market regulations, and of whether existing rules are adequately enforced. Inadequate due
diligence, both before and after admission to AIM, is one of the major failings identified in the
report.
Although CAMEC is no longer AIM-traded, the findings remain highly relevant in the context of
ongoing controversies about mining contracts in the DRC, and the importance of London as a
financial centre and stock market for such companies. CAMEC was acquired in 2009 by FTSE
100 Eurasian Natural Resource Corporation (ENRC) for £584 million – generating significant
rewards for major shareholders – yet controversy persists. Global Witness has called upon ENRC
to respond to concerns over corruption in the Congo, and the company has been in discussion
with the Serious Fraud Office (SFO) in relation to problems with a Kazakh subsidiary.1 A
spokesman for ENRC denied that there is any formal SFO investigation into the company.2
AIM was established in 1995 by the London Stock Exchange (the Exchange) with the express
purpose of giving smaller companies − from any country and any industry − the chance to raise
capital on a market with ‘a pragmatic and appropriate approach to regulation’. AIM is run by the
London Stock Exchange, which in turn is recognised and regulated by the UK Financial Services
Authority (FSA). Through its regulatory office (AIM Regulation), AIM monitors the admission
regime and imposes continuing obligations on issuers and their nominated advisers. Companies
joining AIM and those already listed must comply with rules set by the Exchange.
Much of the responsibility for the regulation of AIM companies is delegated to nominated
advisers or nomads (mostly corporate finance firms, accountants or brokers). Nomads are
approved by the Exchange to assess the suitability of applicants for AIM and to act as a mentor
once a company has joined. Disciplinary action is rare in the extreme: only six companies and
four nomads have been publicly censured, with two of these companies and three nomads also
being fined between £75,000 and £600,000. To place this in context, AIM has been in existence
for over 15 years, admitting over 3300 companies (over 1100 currently trading), advised by over
50 approved nomads and raising £78 billion in investment.
The report questions the effectiveness and good faith implementation of AIM’s regulatory
regime. In 2000, a company called Oryx Diamonds was prevented from joining AIM because the
UK regulatory authorities warned of the ‘utter unacceptability of a London listing for a company

This is in relation to an internal investigation into claims that money went missing from SSGPO, a division
of ENRC in Kazakhstan. See Simon Bowers, ‘SFO looks into Kazakh miner ENRC’, Guardian, 11 December
2011. Available at: <http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2011/dec/11/sfo-looking-at-enrc>.
1

See Ben Harrington ‘ENRC in talks with SFO over corruption allegations’, The Telegraph, 11 December
2011. Available at: <http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/industry/mining/8949716/ENRC
-in-talks-with-SFO-over-corruption-allegations.html>.
2
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involved with the Zimbabwean military in the exploitation of diamonds in a conflict zone’. Yet
just six years later, CAMEC, already trading on AIM at the time, was able to bring DRC copper
and cobalt assets of parallel provenance to the London market. CAMEC’s assets were previously
owned by companies belonging to the Mugabe ally Billy Rautenbach and arms dealer John
Bredenkamp. The reputation of both should have resulted in heightened scrutiny of CAMEC’s
acquisition of DRC mining concessions. A series of United Nations and other reports had
repeatedly raised grave concerns about how the struggle to control vast mineral wealth fuelled
the war in the DRC, naming Rautenbach, Bredenkamp, and their associated companies in the
exploitation. Both men and these companies were subsequently placed on European Union and
United States sanctions lists. Rautenbach, wanted on criminal charges in South Africa at the time
CAMEC purchased its DRC concessions from him, was later convicted of fraud. There is also
growing international scrutiny of the dominant position in Congo’s mining sector attained by
Dan Gertler, a former CAMEC business partner and friend of Joseph Kabila, the DRC President.3
Allegations of asset stripping, underselling of Congolese mining assets, and other wrong-doing
made by British MPs and the NGO Global Witness4 have been strenuously denied by the
Congolese Government, ENRC and Mr Gertler.5
RAID’s report concludes with recommendations for the British Government, which, like its
predecessor, is a strong advocate of transparency and good governance. In February 2012,
Andrew Mitchell, the International Development Secretary, reaffirmed the government’s anticorruption position: ‘Corruption is a cancer in developing countries and the Coalition
Government has a zero tolerance approach to it.’6
This report supplements a highly detailed complaint submitted by RAID in June 2011 to AIM
Regulation (which was also copied to the FSA and SFO) entitled Questions of compliance: The
Conduct of the Central African Mining & Exploration Company (CAMEC) plc and its
Nominated Adviser, Seymour Pierce Limited. Although it has acknowledged the substantial
nature of RAID’s submission, AIM has refused to enter into a dialogue about the issues raised. In
December 2011, Seymour Pierce was publicly censured and fined, inter alia, for failing: (i) to
exercise due skill and care in undertaking pre-admission due diligence; and (ii) to advise an AIM
company properly about the need for timely and accurate notifications about its deteriorating
financial situation. There is no reference to CAMEC in the disciplinary notice, which takes no
account of other equally serious questions of compliance detailed in RAID’s submission such as
the disputed ownership of assets; the absence or incompleteness of accounts; and the conduct
and reputation of key managers and business associates, all of which should have been
thoroughly scrutinized. AIM refused to confirm whether it had investigated the issues arising out
of RAID’s submission, claiming that its ‘duty of confidentiality’ precluded the disclosure of
information about any aspect of the process including any outcome, unless it resulted in public
censure.7

William Wallis and Katrina Manson, ‘Questions over tycoon’s Congo mines role’, Financial Times, 26
June 2012. Available at: <http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/dce3c89a-bec6-11e1-8ccd
-00144feabdc0.html#axzz1yv1LX7Gh >.
3

Global Witness, Memo to ENRC Shareholders, 12 June 2012. Available at:
<http://www.globalwitness.org/sites/default/files/Global%20Witness%20memo%20to%20ENRC%20shar
eholders%2012.6.12_1.pdf>
4

5

Helen Thomas ‘Head of ENRC faces governance challenge’, Financial Times, 12 June 2012, p. 19.

DFID Press Release ‘Success in fighting against corruption as Ibori starts jail term’, 17 April 2012.
Available at: <http://www.dfid.gov.uk/Documents/publications1/press-releases/
Success%20in%20fighting%20against%20corruption%20as%20Ibori%20starts%20jail%20term.pdf>
6
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Letter from AIM Regulation to RAID, 24 April 2012.
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In October 2009, Seymour Pierce was fined £154,000 by the FSA for failing to establish effective
controls to guard against employee fraud.8 In July 2012, The Telegraph reported that Seymour
Pierce had been conditionally sold to a firm from either Ukraine or Kazakhstan, subject to FSA
approval.9
The report is divided into three sections: the first summarises RAID’s submission on CAMEC and
deals with unanswered questions concerning compliance with AIM rules, which the Exchange
must publicly answer and determine; the second is a critique of AIM rules, in terms of both their
formulation (where they omit reference to forms of misconduct) and their implementation
(where misconduct is captured by the rules, but where there is no public enforcement); and the
third concludes with recommendations to the British Government on reform of the way in which
AIM – and, by implication, other stock markets – are regulated.
The recommendations of the report are timely given the Financial Services Bill that is currently
under consideration by the UK parliament to reform inter alia the Financial Services and
Markets Act (FSMA). Under this Bill, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) will be responsible
for protecting investors, regulating markets and supervising more than 25,000 brokers,
investment managers and independent advisers. The way the Exchange has sought to water down
tougher regulation proposed in the Financial Services Bill, even in relation to the Main Market,
betrays a culture more interested in prioritising safeguards for companies and advisers than in
bringing wrongdoers to account.10 This stance bodes even less well for AIM as the Exchange’s
deregulated junior market.
AIM, for the most part, does not fall directly under the FSMA; the Exchange draws up the rules
for AIM and is responsible for the market's regulation. However, the Exchange, as a Recognised
Investment Exchange (RIE) is itself regulated under the Act by the Financial Services Authority
(to be replaced by the FCA). Unless the Exchange can demonstrate that it can reform the
functioning of AIM and move away from a regulatory regime and culture where conflict-derived
assets can be laundered with impunity, then the FCA must use new powers to regulate the
regulator.
In 2007 a senior US regulator described AIM as ‘a casino’ and warned: ‘It is a losing proposition
to tout lower standards as a way to promote your markets.’11 It is time for action if the integrity of

8

Financial Services Authority, Final Notice To Seymour Pierce Limited, 8 October 2009, available at:

<http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/final/seymour_pierce.pdf>; also ‘FSA fines Seymour Pierce £154,000 for
failing to prevent employee fraud’, FSA/PN/136/2009, 8 October 2009, available at:
<http://www.fsa.gov.uk/library/communication/pr/2009/136.shtml>.
James Quinn, ‘Seymour Pierce set to be sold to former Soviet company’, The Telegraph, 1 July 2012,
available at: <http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/banksandfinance/9367251/Seymour
-Pierce-set-to-be-sold-to-former-Soviet-company.html>.
9

The London Stock Exchange successfully pushed for the dropping of proposals whereby the FCA’s
power to require a skilled person report – studies that look further into matters of concern – would be
extended beyond regulated finance firms to include listed companies; it opposed the FCA’s new power
on the early disclosure of warning notices, arguing that such a move ‘could cause significant market
uncertainty, threaten market stability, and the reputation and viability of issuers and investment firms
concerned’; and has sought to resist measures directed at the Exchange simplifying the way the FCA
can give it directions, impose financial penalties and publicly censure it, and make the Exchange
subject to skilled person reports. See London Stock Exchange Group, Response to HM Treasury
White Paper “A new approach to financial regulation: the blueprint for reform”, 8 September 2011,
available at: <http://www.londonstockexchange.com/about-the-exchange/regulatory/
lsegresponsetogovernmentwhitepaperseptember2011.pdf>.
10

Roel Campos, Securities and Exchange Commissioner, as reported in ‘London v New York: top US
regulator attacks AIM ‘casino’, The Times, 9 March 2007.
11
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the market is to be restored: loopholes in the current regulations should be closed, rules should
be vigorously enforced and penalties significantly increased. Securities law and stock market
regulations are designed to protect shareholder interests and an orderly market in shares; yet
evidence from AIM suggests that even these rules are being flouted. The regulations do not
address issues of wider public interest, particularly in relation to assets held in countries such as
the DRC, which have an appalling human rights record and high levels of corruption.
As this report demonstrates, if human rights violations do not immediately impact upon market
value and share price, then they are currently of little or no concern to the regulator. The UK
Government, which champions transparency abroad, through the Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative, lags behind domestically. In the USA, the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) is set to issue new disclosure rules for oil, gas and mining companies, as
required by Section 1504 of the Dodd-Frank Act.12 Similar action is needed in the UK if the
London Stock Exchange and AIM are not to provide havens for perpetrators of the worst
corporate misconduct in some of the world’s most conflict-prone regions.
The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights recognise the heightened risk of gross
human rights violations in conflict-affected areas and call upon States to review whether their
policies, regulations and enforcement measures effectively address this risk. This RAID report
and its recommendations suggest how faith in the integrity of the UK’s markets might be
restored.
The sources for RAID’s report and submission include a large number of official studies and
reports, as well as legal and financial audits and analyses that have been carried out between
1998 and 2010 on behalf of the United Nations Security Council, the World Bank, the
Government of DRC and the Congolese Parliament. Many of these have been published and
others are in the public domain. The submission also draws, where appropriate, on court
documents. The report and submission includes comprehensive references for the documents
consulted in their preparation. Although they indicate the original source referred to, it should be
noted that certain links to web-based material are no longer active either because the website has
been taken down or because the information has been moved or removed.

TheDodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act was approved in July 2010. Section
1504 of the Dodd-Frank Act adds to existing stock listing requirements in the US by obliging all extractive
companies to publish the payments they make to the US and foreign governments in the countries where
they operate. This information is to be disclosed in an annual document to the US Securities and Exchange
Commission. The SEC is expected to vote on the rules in August 2012. See Publish What You Pay at:
<http://www.publishwhatyoupay.org/about/stock-listings/cardin-lugar-amendment-dodd-frank-1504>.
12
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Key Recommendations
RAID’s detailed recommendations can be found at the conclusion of this report, p. 43.

 The CAMEC case
RAID calls on:


The London Stock Exchange to determine compliance or non-compliance with AIM rules in
relation to the unanswered questions concerning the conduct of CAMEC and Seymour Pierce
presented in RAID’s submission of May 2011.



The FSA to delay its approval of the sale of Seymour Pierce Limited until it has had time to
fully consider whether any outstanding compliance issues relating to the company’s role as
CAMEC’s nomad have been satisfactorily dealt with by the Exchange.



The UK Treasury to make clear whether – and, if so, to what extent – any individual or entity
on sanctions lists benefited from the sale to ENRC.
It would be a matter of concern had the UK sanctions regime been manipulated to suit
the convenience of private commercial interests.

 The regulation of AIM
RAID calls on the London Stock Exchange to strengthen AIM rules by:


Introducing requirements to strengthen ongoing due diligence.
There should be mandatory extensive due diligence for all substantial transactions
involving assets in conflict-affected or weak governance zones: to include, for
example, thorough checks on the validity of titles and licences, the reputation of key
managers, business partners and associates and the rigour of accounting practices.



Preventing the same firm from acting as both nomad and broker at admission, so that the
gatekeeper function is ring-fenced from the drive to earn commission from a successful
flotation.



Making all breaches by nomads public and naming the adviser concerned.



Drawing up rules and transparent procedures for handling complaints.
Commercial confidentiality should not be used as a pretext to restrict the regulator
from disclosing information about investigations.

 Wider market regulation
RAID recommends that the Financial Services Bill should:


Give powers to the FCA – as proposed in the draft – to impose financial penalties or to issue
public censures through a warning notice in relation to contraventions of regulatory
requirements by the Exchange.



Include a provision requiring disclosure of payments from oil, gas and mining companies to
British and foreign governments.
Such a provision would provide information to investors, help stem corruption, and
encourage the accountable use of the revenues from the oil, gas and mining sector.
viii



Be amended to place a duty on the FCA, in its role as the UK listing authority, to require all
energy (including mining, oil and gas) companies listed on the stock exchange to conduct
human rights due diligence to identify, prevent and mitigate adverse impacts of their
operations; companies should submit annual human rights impact reports to the Exchange
which should also be publicly available.
The UN Guiding Principles recognise the heightened risk of gross human rights
violations in conflict-affected areas and call upon States to help ensure that business
enterprises are not involved in such abuses (Guiding Principle 7).
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The Democratic Republic of the Congo

The mining concessions referred to throughout the submission can be located on the map
‘Mining Concessions in the DR Congo’ produced by the International Peace Information Service
(IPIS) using official and public data, available at: <http://www.ipisresearch.be/mineconcessions-drc.php?&lang=en>.
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The RAID report Asset laundering and AIM: Congo, corporate misconduct and the
market value of human rights and its Executive Summary should be read in
conjunction with RAID’s submission to AIM Regulation, Questions of compliance: The
Conduct of the Central African Mining & Exploration Company (CAMEC) plc and its
Nominated Adviser, Seymour Pierce Limited, and the underlying source documents.
To facilitate this, the submission and other key material is available at
http://www.raid-uk.org/work/aim_2012.htm
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INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this report are threefold:
 to summarise unanswered questions about compliance with market rules of certain AIM-traded
companies having operations in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), and of their advisers –
questions upon which the Exchange must make a public determination
 to critique both the formulation of the regulations (where they omit reference to forms of
misconduct) and the implementation of the regulations (where misconduct is captured by the
rules, but where there is no public enforcement)
 to draw from this detailed analysis any implications for the United Nations (UN) Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights, in particular the operational principle that
corporate law should enable rather than constrain respect for human rights.
This report supplements a submission made by Rights & Accountability in Development (RAID)
to the London Stock Exchange in May 2011, which concerned specific matters of company
compliance with AIM rules.1 The submission, Questions of Compliance: The Conduct of the
Central African Mining & Exploration Company (CAMEC) plc and its Nominated Adviser,
Seymour Pierce, is made public for the first time.

AIM-traded CAMEC plc, the Congo and the UN
allegation of ‘insufficient due diligence’
The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) has suffered from a devastating war, costing some
three million lives, with hostilities recommencing in 1998 in a fight for control of the country’s
vast mineral wealth (Box 1). One legacy of this war is the questionable legitimacy of many mining
and mineral concessions originally transferred in exchange for military support at the height of
the conflict. Other concessions continue to change hands for below market value in opaque deals
outside of any competitive tendering process, leading to suspicion of corrupt practices (Box 2).
War, human rights abuse and a legacy of impoverishment

Box 1

The first and second Congolese wars (July 1996 – July 1998; August 1998–), are estimated to
have cost some 3 million lives, making them the most devastating of conflicts in terms of
civilian deaths since World War II. Human rights organisations have documented grave
abuses that have been carried out by all parties during the war. A 2010 report on the DRC
by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights focuses on 617 of the most serious
violations, detailing grave cases of mass killings, sexual violence, attacks on children, and
other abuses by a range of armed actors, including foreign armies, rebel groups, and
Congolese Government forces.

In April 2003, the warring parties finally agreed to share power. Presidential and legislative
elections took place in July 2006, with Joseph Kabila announced as DRC’s first
democratically elected president. Kabila was re-elected in December 2011.
Violence has persisted in the DRC, particularly in the east of the country. As recently as
May 2012, 40,000 people were displaced by fighting between the army and rebels in the
Kivus. The Security Council renewed the deployment of its renamed peace keeping force in
DRC – United Nations Organization Stabilisation Mission in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (MONUSCO) – until 30 June 2012.
DRC is ranked bottom out of 187 countries in terms of its development; it is one of only
three countries with a lower Human Development Index (HDI) today than in 1970.
Annual per capita expenditure on health is the lowest in the world at just $17. One-fifth of
children die before reaching their fifth birthday.
More than 1.7 million people are still classed as internally displaced.

1

RAID’s submission on CAMEC concerns the conduct of both CAMEC and its nominated adviser
(nomad), Seymour Pierce Limited, vis-à-vis the company’s Congolese and Zimbabwean assets.
CAMEC was already trading on the Exchange’s Alternative Investment Market (AIM) when it
acquired these asserts and continued to do so until its own acquisition in 2009 by Eurasian
Natural Resources Corporation plc (ENRC).
AIM is the Exchange’s public market for smaller and growing companies, which is designed to
allow access to investment capital under a ‘balanced’ regulatory regime, less onerous than the
rules for companies listed on the Main Market.2
War and the legitimacy of mining contracts

Box 2

In 2000, the United Nations Security Council appointed a Panel of Experts on the Illegal
Exploitation of Natural Resources and Other Forms of Wealth of the Democratic Republic of
the Congo as a response to widespread concern over the link between exploitation of gold,
diamonds and other minerals in the east of the DRC and the war taking place in that
region. The Panel’s reports depict a self-reinforcing cycle of conflict and resource
exploitation: natural resources fuelled the war, which was perpetuated to control
resources.
The Panel also identified business enterprises from both inside and outside the region that
it believed to be implicated in the conflict and which it accused of helping to perpetuate the
war and of profiteering from it. The Panel listed 85 companies as in violation of the OECD
Guidelines on Multinational Enterprises (a set of recommendations setting out ‘shared
expectations for business conduct’).
There has been considerable debate over the provenance of assets acquired during the war
in the DRC and the fairness or otherwise of contracts concluded at that time. According to
the World Bank, ‘[a] great deal of local and international controversy attends the contracts
with private mining companies…. This was a period of civil war, and it is alleged that some
of these and other contracts were awarded under opaque and suspicious circumstances.
Many of the state-owned enterprises entered into these contracts at a time of distress or
without proper evaluation of the assets under the partnership agreement.’
Calls for the terms of wartime and post-war partnerships with private companies to be
scrutinised culminated in a four-year review by the DRC Government of over 60 contracts
(Commission de Revisitation des Contrats Miniers or ‘Mining Contracts Review
Commission’). The Commission recommended the renegotiation of two-thirds of these
contracts and the cancellation of the remainder. The final negotiations were handled in
camera by ‘a specially constituted panel’ of senior government officials, criticised at the
time by the World Bank because ‘the possibility exists of corrupting influences or
inappropriate behavior within the panel itself and/or the negotiating team.’3

In 2006, a UN Group of Experts on the DRC, mandated to monitor the sanctions regime and
arms embargo, remarked upon ‘the consequences of insufficient due diligence procedures’ when
referring to CAMEC as the owner of certain mining concessions in the DRC.4 The Experts
referred to a lack of capacity in the DRC’s Mining Cadastre when it came to identifying those of
doubtful integrity benefiting from the concessions. However, their criticism reflects equally badly
upon the regulators of overseas markets where the companies that own the assets are listed. A
key question that needs to be addressed is: how could the Group of Experts allege insufficient due
diligence in respect of AIM-traded CAMEC when the AIM regulatory regime exists to ensure the
‘appropriateness’ of companies?
The Group of Experts named an individual, Billy Rautenbach, ‘wanted by the authorities of South
Africa for fraud and theft’, as a major shareholder in CAMEC. Beginning in 2006, CAMEC bought
its DRC mines from Rautenbach in return for cash and shares. Rautenbach has subsequently
been listed on US and EU sanctions lists against Zimbabwe and convicted in South Africa on
fraud charges as a representative of his company, SA Botswana Hauliers Ltd. Another former
owner of other DRC mining concessions acquired by CAMEC, Zimbabwean John Bredenkamp,
also appears on the sanctions lists, together with entities owned or controlled by him. In 2008,
CAMEC ultimately consolidated its DRC assets in a deal with companies controlled by Israeli
2

mining magnate Dan Gertler, an individual accused by another UN expert panel of exchanging
conflict diamonds for money, weapons and military training.5 Gertler is now one of the most
powerful figures in the mining sector in the DRC. Also in 2008, CAMEC acquired a number of
platinum assets in partnership with the Zimbabwean state-owned mining company.
In September 2009, Kazakhstan natural resources company Eurasian Natural Resources
Corporation (ENRC) (though UK registered and incorporated and Main Market-listed) confirmed
a £584 million offer for CAMEC.6 ENRC formally acquired CAMEC on 10 November 2009, which
duly cancelled CAMEC’s AIM admission.7 The transaction generated significant financial rewards
for CAMEC’s major shareholders; it also raised further issues of compliance with sanctions.
Overall, the concessions acquired by CAMEC were the same concessions transferred to
Congolese-Zimbabwean companies controlled by political elites during the war in return for
Zimbabwean military support. The bringing of such concessions to legitimacy on the London
market can be interpreted as a laundering of assets formerly identified by the UN as part of illegal
exploitation in the DRC (Box 10).8
An explanation is sought as to how CAMEC was allowed to flourish on AIM, while another
company, Oryx Diamonds Ltd., holding Congolese assets of parallel provenance, was blocked
from admission. Moreover, on a number of occasions CAMEC’s conduct engages ongoing AIM
rules, leaving numerous unanswered questions on the determination of compliance.

RAID’s May 2011 submission to the Exchange
Standing to submit a complaint
RAID made its submission regarding CAMEC on the basis that AIM Regulation has indicated
that it is receptive to ‘a complaint relating to an AIM company or a Nomad’s compliance with the
AIM Rules’.9 RAID sent its submission to the Exchange on 3 June 2011, copying it to the
Financial Services Authority (FSA) and the Serious Fraud Office (SFO). AIM Regulation has a
responsibility to monitor and investigate AIM companies’ compliance with the regulations.
Specific rules on the conduct of AIM companies and nomads are engaged in relation to CAMEC
and its adviser. These rules relate to the disclosure of shareholdings, substantial transactions,
information of import and price sensitive information. The RAID submission on CAMEC poses
publicly unanswered questions and outlines the rules engaged. It is for the Exchange to
determine compliance or non-compliance.

RAID’s decision to publish
The decision to make the RAID submission on CAMEC public has been taken in the wake of
disciplinary action taken by the Exchange in late December 2011 against CAMEC’s nomad,
Seymour Pierce (under AIM Disciplinary Notice 11 – AD11).10 At the time, Seymour Pierce was
AIM’s biggest nomad, representing more client companies than any other.
Whilst the Exchange has imposed a record £400,000 fine and public censure upon Seymour
Pierce for breaches of nomad rules (inter alia, on assessing the appropriateness of an applicant
for AIM; on the requirement to act with due skill and care; and on proper due diligence), the
disciplinary notice does not in any way address the compliance issues raised by RAID concerning
the role of Seymour Pierce as CAMEC’s nomad. Moreover, and of particular concern, the
disciplinary notice appears to draw a line under Seymour Pierce’s past conduct. RAID believes
that this may have implications for the likelihood of further public censure or fines, even if the
Exchange were to find that Seymour Pierce had also breached nomad rules in respect of CAMEC.
RAID has not been reassured by the response of the Exchange on this point (below, p. 27): a copy
of the correspondence with the Exchange is included (Annexe 1).
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There is a clear public interest in determining questions of compliance and establishing
accountability for any breaches of the AIM rules that may have occurred in the CAMEC case. In
the light of the continued ambiguity over AD11 and the Consent Order between the Exchange and
Seymour Pierce – specifically the implications for further public censure and fines – RAID
believes that the public interest is best served by the publication of the submission on CAMEC.
Publication may prompt other interested parties – MPs, Parliamentary committees, other
regulators, financial journalists, or others in the investment community – to offer further
information to the Exchange or assist the Exchange in protecting AIM’s reputation by
formulating further questions they believe warrant answers in the public domain.

Sanctions
At the same time that RAID made its submission to the Exchange, relevant sections were
extracted and sent to the Asset Freezing Unit (AFU) at HM Treasury, which deals with the
implementation of sanctions, including those against Zimbabwe. RAID sought to clarify that
sanctioned individuals – including Billy Rautenbach (former owner of the principal assets
acquired by CAMEC, continued manager of the mines for a significant period under CAMEC’s
ownership, and a major CAMEC shareholder) – did not profit from the sale of CAMEC to ENRC.
Whilst the main focus of this report and the submission is on compliance with AIM rules, the sale
of AIM-traded CAMEC to Main Market-listed ENRC cannot be fully disentangled from the
sanctions issue. The offer prospectus itself discusses sanctions, but is far from transparent in
naming sanctioned individuals and entities (below, p. 19).
RAID is greatly concerned by the lack of response received to the detailed enquiries made to the
AFU (see Annexe 2). In the absence of official information and assurances to the contrary,
suspicions will persist that those on the sanctions lists, including those in, or associated with, the
Zimbabwean political and military hierarchy, may have benefited from the sale to ENRC.

Company conduct, the adequacy of market
rules, and the intersection between business and
human rights
Part I of this report focuses upon compliance. It summarises the AIM rules engaged vis-à-vis the
conduct of CAMEC and Seymour Pierce, and should be read in conjunction with the unanswered
questions around compliance considered in the full RAID submission. It also outlines key
unanswered questions on sanctions relating to transactions concerning CAMEC.
Part II seeks to move beyond questions of compliance to critique the AIM rules per se by
exploring whether they capture misconduct.
 Are there barriers or structural impediments to the implementation of the existing rules?
 Are there lacunae at the heart of the existing rules or loopholes through which existing AIM
companies can bring assets to market with lower levels of due diligence than at admission?
 Can a company prosper on AIM despite wider perceptions of misconduct? In other terms, to
what extent are definitions of misconduct in terms of human rights and definitions of
misconduct in respect of market regulation separate entities driven by their own logics?
 Is there evidence to suggest that the market is the dominant force, so that human rights are
perceived only when they impinge upon share price? Do universal, immutable rights defined
in the International Bill of Human Rights give way under stock exchange regulations to a
sporadically expressed subset of human rights that have a purely market definition?
The analysis of AIM sheds a certain amount of light on the intersection between corporate
law/regulation and human rights, as envisaged under the recently adopted UN Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights (June 2011) (Box 3).
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UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights

Box 3

After rejecting proposed norms imposing duties under international law on companies, in
2005 the UN Commission on Human Rights mandated a Special Representative on the
issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises.
In June 2008, the Human Rights Council (which replaced the Commission) supported the
“Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework.11 The first pillar is the State duty to protect
against human rights abuses by third parties, including business enterprises, through
appropriate policies, regulation and adjudication. The second is the corporate responsibility
to respect human rights, which means that business enterprises should act with due
diligence to avoid infringing on the rights of others and to address adverse impacts with
which they are involved. The third is the need for greater access by victims to effective
remedy, both judicial and non-judicial.
The Guiding Principles, endorsed by the Council in June 2011, are meant to ‘operationalize’
the Framework by providing concrete and practical recommendations for its
implementation.12 The Guiding Principles do not create new international law obligations
directly on companies, but set out normative foundational and operational principles by
which business enterprises should realise their responsibility to respect human rights.
Under the State duty to protect human rights, one operational principle requires States to
‘enforce laws that are aimed at, or have the effect of, requiring business enterprises to
respect human rights, and periodically to assess the adequacy of such laws and address
any gaps’ and ‘Ensure that other laws and policies governing the creation and ongoing
operation of business enterprises, such as corporate law, do not constrain but enable
business respect for human rights’.13

Part III calls for appropriate action by AIM Regulation in respect of the CAMEC case and makes
recommendations on reform of the way in which AIM – and, by implication, other stock markets
– are regulated, to include their intersection with human rights.

The continued relevance of examining
compliance
Arguably, controversy surrounding the role of companies in the DRC reached a peak between late
2002 and 2007, bracketed by the publication of what was supposed to have been the UN Panel’s
final report on the illegal exploitation of natural resources and by a raft of complaints against
companies under the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises.14 However, the
exploitative contracts arising out of the conflict have continued to cause concern. Given this
legacy, and notwithstanding the takeover of CAMEC and its cancellation of trading on AIM, it
remains pertinent to examine the company’s conduct, for several reasons.
 Perhaps most pertinently, CAMEC’s nominated adviser, Seymour Pierce, continues to work
as a nomad for other companies on AIM. Any unanswered questions that remain about
CAMEC’s compliance with the AIM rules may be better answered once the extent to which
Seymour Pierce fulfilled its advisory and regulatory role is better understood. The recent
public censure and fine of Seymour Pierce (under AIM Disciplinary Notice 11) does not relate
to Seymour Pierce’s role as CAMEC’s nomad: the matters raised in the RAID CAMEC
submission were not examined by the Exchange as part of its investigation. In respect of
issues documented in the RAID submission, it is important for the Exchange to account for,
clarify and declare compliance or non-compliance and thereby remove any persistent doubts
in respect of possible breaches of the rules.
 The need for public determination by the Exchange is heightened by the impending sale of
Seymour Pierce. In July 2012, The Telegraph reported that Seymour Pierce had been
conditionally sold to a firm from either Ukraine or Kazakhstan, subject to FSA approval.15
According to the article: ‘Regulatory approval could come as early as this month, one source
indicated, but pointed out that the buyer’s domicile could prove to be an issue.’
 Different shareholders and other stakeholders will have been adversely or beneficially
affected at different times as a result of CAMEC’s conduct whilst it was listed on AIM, and it
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is necessary to examine its record of compliance to ensure accountability. It should be noted
that once it becomes law, the Financial Services Bill – designed to fundamentally reform the
financial and regulatory system in the UK – will place on a statutory footing the power of the
new Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to require a regulated firm or person to take remedial
action in respect of past conduct.16 While AIM will not be directly regulated by the FCA, the
principle of remedial action in respect of past conduct ought to be extended to nomads.
Although CAMEC has cancelled trading on AIM, its DRC assets – which have been the
subject of considerable disquiet, as detailed in RAID’s CAMEC submission – are now owned
by ENRC, a company incorporated and registered in England and Wales and listed on the
main market of the London Stock Exchange.17
Material in the RAID submission on CAMEC may also be pertinent to other publicly listed
companies with DRC mining assets. These include Glencore International plc, which is now
the majority shareholder in Katanga Mining and which has longstanding and recent business
links to entities associated with Dan Gertler. In May 2011, Glencore completed London’s
largest ever public listing. In May 2012, Global Witness published a memorandum on secrecy
surrounding Glencore’s business dealing in the DRC.18
Questions remain about whether the sale of CAMEC shares may have benefited sanctioned
individuals or entities at the time that ENRC acquired CAMEC, and about the application of
sanctions to CAMEC’s prior acquisition of Zimbabwean platinum assets (Box 4).

The fact that CAMEC is no longer trading in its own right on AIM does not prevent its conduct
from being considered: a precedent exists where the Exchange examined the conduct of (and in
that case also censured) an entity – the nominated adviser, Durlacher – even though it had since
merged with stockbroker Panmure Gordon and had ceased to operate as before in its own right.19
An investigation would also be in line with a provision in the new Financial Services Bill whereby
the FCA may require a firm to take remedial action in respect of past conduct (section 55N(5),
FSMA).
ENRC, corporate governance, and recent acquisitions in the DRC

Box 4

ENRC faced criticism after two independent directors were voted off the board in June
2011 for raising concerns over corporate governance.20 Moreover, it has recently been
embroiled in a controversial deal concerning further DRC mining concessions – the
Kingamyambo Musonoi Tailings (KMT), stripped from Canadian miner First Quantum – due
to ENRC’s acquisition of KMT’s new owner, Camrose Resources Limited, an entity ultimately
owned by Gertler’s family trust.21 Settlement of the dispute, under which First Quantum
was to be paid US$1.25 billion and ENRC was to acquire First Quantum’s DRC property and
assets, was announced in January 2012.22 In June 2012, Global Witness raised concerns
that mining magnate Dan Gertler ‘…secretly snapped up prize mining assets [in the DRC]
at steeply undervalued prices and quickly sold them on to ENRC for huge profits – in one
case flipping a mine to ENRC for five times the original value paid.’23

CAMEC: structure and assets
The following bullet points and organograms summarise the structure and assets of CAMEC
during the time to which this report relates. The two organograms refer to the corporate structure
of CAMEC’s DRC operations before and after consolidation with Prairie International (the parent
company owning the other half of Mukondo mine). Prairie International later merged with
CAMEC.
 Copper and cobalt mines and processing plant all located in the southern province of Katanga
in the DRC.
 Three production plants: the Luita SX/EW facilities (the biggest under-roof facility of its kind in
Africa), the Kakanda concentrator and the Kambove sulphuric acid plant – to process the ore.
 Mukondo mine is the largest historical producer in the area and has the largest remaining
historic resource of any of the established deposits, especially in cobalt content. Following its
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acquisition of Prairie and the whole of Mukondo, CAMEC was potentially the world’s largest
producer of cobalt.
As of June 2007, estimated total inferred mineral resource of 60.2 million tonnes of ore at
2.12% copper and 0.49% cobalt, with a content of 1.28 million tonnes of copper and 295,000
tonnes of cobalt. However, because the estimates were based on incomplete 2001 data, the
technical report on CAMEC’s DRC assets suggested a true value of perhaps double the
copper/cobalt resource.
A preliminary assessment suggested an aggregate cash flow to CAMEC of US$1,881 million
over 13 – 15 years of production, giving a NPV (Net Present Value) of US$959 million. (These
projections were compiled before CAMEC’s acquisition of the whole of Mukondo and
additional permits PE463 and PE468.)

Notes on the organograms:
 Gécamines is the DRC’s state-owned mining company.
 The designations C17, PE467, etc. refer to individual mining concessions at specific locations.
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CAMEC’s DRC assets (prior to consolidation with Prairie International)

CAMEC plc
100%

Dan Gertler
International

Gécamines

100%
Prairie International
Limited

Internation
al Metal
Factors
Ltd.

Majestic
Metal
Trading
Ltd.

75%

20%
20%

80%

100%
Tremalt Ltd.
(BVI)

25%

80%
Congo Resources
Joint Venture
(marketing rights)

KMC Sprl/Savannah
Mining Sprl
PE463 & PE468
(formerly C17 & C18)

Boss Mining Sprl
Likasi PE467 & PE469
(formerly C21 & C19)
50%

50%
Mukondo Mining
Sprl
Mukondo
Mountain PE2589

CAMEC’s DRC assets (after consolidation with Prairie International)
CAMEC plc
32.7% owned on
completion by ‘Concert
Party’ (former owners of
Prairie)
DRC Resources
Holdings Ltd.

Gécamines

70%

Boss Mining Sprl
Likasi PE467 & PE469
(formerly C21 & C19)

30%

Mukondo Mining Sprl
Mukondo Mountain
PE2589
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Savannah Mining Sprl
PE463 & PE468
(formerly C17 & C18)

PART I – COMPLIANCE

This part of the report is concerned with compliance.
The first section considers the conduct of CAMEC and its nomad Seymour Pierce in relation to
the AIM rules. The Exchange is called upon to publicly determine any unanswered questions of
compliance raised in RAID’s submission on CAMEC. As already described, the purpose of AIM is
to allow access to investment capital under a less onerous regulatory regime than for companies
listed on the Main Market (Box 5).
The second section examines unanswered questions relating to the implementation of sanctions
against Zimbabwe (and the implications for the market’s reputation) vis-à-vis i) certain
transactions between CAMEC and other entities concerning Zimbabwean platinum assets; and ii)
the sale of CAMEC shares benefiting sanctioned individuals or entities when CAMEC was
acquired by ENRC.
Whilst questions on sanctions are largely directed at the Asset Freezing Unit of HM Treasury,
other unanswered questions address the implications of sanctions for compliance with the AIM
rules.

Box 5

Key features of AIM



Light regulatory touch – admission mostly without a full prospectus and therefore no
vetting by UK Listing Authority



Less onerous ongoing disclosure requirements compared to the Main Market



No minimum market capitalisation needed, no requirement of a minimum number of
shares in public hands, little or no trading record necessary



The most successful international growth market in terms of new admissions and
raising new money. Over 3300 companies raising £78 billion admitted since launch.



Of the new admissions in 2005 and 2006, a quarter were international, rising to almost
a third in 2007.



Forty per cent of overseas AIM companies are incorporated in Bermuda, the British
Virgin Islands (BVI) or the Cayman Islands.



The index of choice for many mining and natural resources companies.

AIM rules
Companies joining AIM and those already admitted must comply with the AIM Rules for
Companies drawn up by the Exchange.24 CAMEC, already trading on AIM when it acquired its
concessions in the DRC, was required to comply with ongoing AIM rules regulating its conduct.
Periodic revision of the AIM rules for companies notwithstanding, the principal AIM rules
engaged in respect of CAMEC’s conduct remained substantially the same throughout the
company’s period of market trading.25
These were:
 Rule 10 on principles of disclosure, misleading, false, deceptive, omitted information
 Rule 11 on notification of price sensitive information without delay
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Rule 12 and Schedule Three on class tests to determine how transactions are treated; and
Schedule Four on the notification and disclosure of substantial transactions
Rule 14 on reverse takeovers
Rule 17 on notification relevant changes, including those to significant shareholders
Rule 19 on the publication of accounts and accounting standards

CAMEC, as a company incorporated in the UK, was also required to comply with a limited
number of the Financial Services Authority (FSA) Disclosure and Transparency Rules, although
under AIM Rule 17, the company had always been required to disclose known significant
shareholdings.26
In addition, AIM’s Guidance Note for Mining, Oil and Gas Companies clarifies the
appropriateness of suitability qualified and experienced nomads in reviewing company
notifications.27 From February 2007 – and therefore covering most of Seymour Pierce’s period as
CAMEC’s nomad – dedicated AIM Rules for Nominated Advisers (RNA) set out the ongoing
requirements to be met by advisers;28 moreover, ‘this new rulebook is primarily a consolidation
of the existing obligations on nominated advisers currently contained in the AIM Rules for
Companies and in the Nominated Adviser Eligibility Criteria’.29
The principal Nomad rules engaged in respect of Seymour Pierce’s role as CAMEC’s adviser were:
 RNA 16 – due skill and care
 RNA 19 – liaison with the Exchange, reputation or integrity of AIM
 RNA 25 – nominated adviser records and audit trail
 RNA OR1 – regular client contact, keeping up to date with developments, advice disclosures
 RNA OR2 – nominated adviser prior review of relevant notifications
 RNA OR3 – monitoring of trading, price sensitive information, required announcements

Provenance of the concessions and the withdrawal of CAMEC’s mining
licences
The first area of compliance concerns the provenance of both the Boss Mining and
KMC/Savannah Mining concessions acquired by CAMEC, and the disclosure by CAMEC of
relevant information. In particular, we are concerned with information relating to i) the validity
or otherwise of the agreements awarding the concessions to Boss Mining and KMC/Savannah;
and (ii) the reputations of former owners – including individuals facing criminal charges and/or
named for misconduct by the UN and later placed on sanctions lists – who subsequently became
managers of and/or significant shareholders in CAMEC. Whilst AIM rules on due diligence at
admission could not be applied to the transactions, information under ongoing rules should have
been disclosed to investors in CAMEC to enable them to have evaluated the effect of a transaction
on the company. In the event, controversy over the provenance of the concessions led to the
temporary withdrawal of CAMEC’s licences and a sharp dip in CAMEC’s share price (Box 6).
This area engages inter alia AIM Rules 10 and 12 and RNAs 16, 19 and OR2. See RAID’s
submission on CAMEC, pp. 26 et seq.
Withdrawal of CAMEC’s ‘improperly obtained’ licences

When in August 2007 the DRC Mining Registry cancelled an exploitation permit in the name of
Boss Mining Sprl (CAMEC’s subsidiary) and the transfer of part of that permit to Mukondo
Mining Sprl, the grounds given for the cancellation were that the licences had been ‘improperly
obtained’ and that the Mukondo mine was not in fact operating.30 Victor Kasongo, the Deputy
Mines Minister, is quoted in press reports:31 ‘Their procedures for obtaining the licence were
fraudulent. So the licence was never legitimate, according to the mining code.’
According to CAMEC, Boss Mining obtained a ruling on 18 September 2007 from the Tribunal de
Grande Instance (the superior or higher civil court) that the ratification of the agreement
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between Boss Mining and Gécamines (the state-owned mining company) and its associated
licence transfers were valid.32
However, following the court ruling, the DRC Government and Gécamines re-stated their
position ‘that neither the application made by CAMEC nor the ruling directly challenged the
government’s annulment of the licence’.33 The DRC Government’s Director General of the Mining
Registry said: ‘The “licences” were improperly obtained originally and are still invalid’.34 The
DRC Government referred to ‘gross irregularities in the original issue, which predates CAMEC’s
interest’.35
The matter was referred back to the Tribunal de Grande Instance, which met on 18 October
2007.36 However, the company’s announcement that agreement had been reached concerning the
issue of the mining licences signalled the effective end of the legal dispute; it does not appear that
the Tribunal de Grande Instance issued its judgement.
The effect of the licence revocation on CAMEC’s share price and trading volumes

Box 6

Whatever the final outcome – that is, the consolidation of the Likasi and Mukondo
concessions under CAMEC – the debacle over the cancellation of the mining rights caused
CAMEC shares to fall by 16 percent in one day and prompted AIM to temporarily suspend
trading in the company’s securities when the market opened on 31 August 2007. 90 million
shares had been traded on 30 August and 44 million more changed hands on the following
day, compared to average volumes of 10 million per day over the preceding three months.
A week after the DRC Government’s announcement of the cancellation of mining rights,
CAMEC’s share price had fallen by over 50 percent.

The reputation of former owners and/or those with significant or substantial
beneficiary interests in CAMEC
The companies purchased by CAMEC in 2006 and 2007 – International Metal Factors Ltd and
Boss Mining Sprl – were formerly majority owned and controlled by Billy Rautenbach, a
Zimbabwean with close ties to ZANU-PF and the Mugabe regime.37
CAMEC also acquired Prairie International’s stake in the joint venture DRC Resources Holdings,
including the underlying assets Savannah Mining (formerly KMC) and Mukondo Mining. These
acquisitions raise questions about the reputations of KMC’s former controlling shareholder, John
Bredenkamp, and of Savannah’s subsequent majority owner, Dan Gertler, whose family trust
became a substantial beneficiary shareholder in CAMEC.
The failure to disclose details about allegations (made prior to CAMEC’s transactions to acquire
the assets) concerning the reputations of the former owners – and, in the case of Rautenbach and
Gertler, continued beneficiary shareholders – may have deprived investors of the information
they needed in order to evaluate the effect of the transactions upon CAMEC. The omission thus
engages the disclosure rules on transactions; moreover, there may have been an omission to
disclose information of import. The corresponding responsibilities of the nomad – to ascertain
whether disclosure of such information was required and to review announcements – are also
engaged. Moreover, a nomad must, at the earliest opportunity, seek the advice of the Exchange
(via AIM Regulation) in any situation where it has a concern about the reputation or integrity of
AIM.
At issue is CAMEC’s notification of such information with an effect upon reputation, given its
existence or the likelihood of its emergence in the public domain.
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Billy Rautenbach
When CAMEC purchased International Metal Factors (IMF) Ltd and Boss Mining from Billy
Rautenbach in 2006, Rautenbach was already a notorious figure. Yet CAMEC did not disclose at
the time:
 Rautenbach’s ownership, beneficial ownership or shareholdings in any of the companies
being acquired
 allegations by Rautenbach’s former partner and legal adviser that Rautenbach was identified
in a financial database as a ‘Politically Exposed Person’ (PEP), representing a high risk under
regulations to combat money laundering38
 the fact that there was an outstanding South African warrant for Rautenbach’s arrest on
charges of fraud, theft and corruption, issued by the Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions
and the Investigating Directorate, Serious Economic Offences on 27 September 2000.39
Rautenbach subsequently returned to South Africa on 18 September 2009, was arrested, and
appeared before the Specialised Commercial Crimes Court on the same day.40 According to
the NPA, Rautenbach pleaded guilty to 326 charges of fraud as a representative of his
company, SA Botswana Hauliers Ltd.41 A spokesman for the NPA is quoted:42 ‘He
[Rautenbach] was sentenced in terms of a plea and sentence agreement.’ Rautenbach was
fined a total of 40 million Rand.
One immediate repercussion of Rautenbach’s fugitive status was his designation as persona non
grata by the Congolese authorities. According to a statement distributed on behalf of the Katanga
provincial government, the Congolese Interior Ministry informed Rautenbach on 17 July 2007
that he was barred from the country.43 The statement read: ‘Mr Rautenbach had amassed a large
number of mineral and other assets in the DRC during the civil war and subsequently’.44 The
statement continued: ‘The Government of the DRC is making strenuous efforts to clean up the
mining sector in the country, and has taken seriously South African charges of fraud, corruption
and other crimes against Rautenbach’.45 This ‘clean up’ resulted in the cancellation of CAMEC’s
licences, which had a devastating effect on CAMEC’s share price.
A longer-term effect concerns financial transparency and the completeness or otherwise of the
financial information presented to CAMEC’s shareholders. This includes the value – or otherwise
– to the company of contracts with Rautenbach-controlled entities, given his continued key role
in managing the Boss Mining concessions for a period after their acquisition.46
The issues of financial transparency and management vis-à-vis AIM compliance are examined
further (below, p. 13).
Dan Gertler and John Bredenkamp
In relation to the transaction to acquire Prairie International’s interest in DRC Resources
Holdings, CAMEC did not disclose:
 the fact that Dan Gertler, the family of whom are beneficiaries of a trust with an effective
60.21% interest in Prairie,47 was subject to allegations of ‘improper dealings with the
Government of the DRC’. These allegations were referred to in the admission document of
another formerly AIM-traded company (Nikanor plc), in which Gertler was a founding
shareholder48
 allegations made by the UN Panel of Experts on the Illegal Exploitation of Natural Resources
and Other Forms of Wealth in the Democratic Republic of Congo that
– Gertler exchanged conflict diamonds for money, weapons and military training49
– Bredenkamp’s mining companies were party to undisclosed profit-sharing agreements
with elite interests in the DRC and Zimbabwean Governments, and that he represented
the illicit interests of Zimbabwe in the DRC50
– Bredenkamp companies procured military equipment for the ZDF and breached EU
sanctions on Zimbabwe in 2002.51
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Neither DGI nor Prairie International, the initial purchasers of Tremalt (including its KMC
subsidiary, co-owner of Mukondo Mining), was AIM-traded. However, as soon as CAMEC
notified the market of negotiations with Prairie to form and ultimately acquire the DRC Resource
Holdings joint venture, which included KMC’s former assets acquired by Bredenkamp, then the
background and reputation of Gertler and Bredenkamp became material to the interests of
investors in the enlarged company.

Significant shareholder notification
A second compliance issue relates to the requirement to notify changes to significant
shareholders, following the settlement of part of the purchase price of IMF Ltd/Boss Mining in
CAMEC shares transferred to entities controlled by Billy Rautenbach.
IMF Ltd was acquired by CAMEC on 3 February 2006 for a cash consideration of US$25 million,
plus 171,853,471 New Ordinary Shares at 18p per share.52 It does not appear that CAMEC issued a
holdings notification identifying the owner or beneficiary of the 171,853,471 shares –
representing 20 percent of issued shares at the time.53
In a circular sent to shareholders dated 28 August 2007, and in response to press speculation
about the ownership and operation of CAMEC’s DRC assets, the company eventually confirmed
that its DRC concessions were acquired ‘from companies controlled by Mr. Rautenbach and his
family…. CAMEC has been notified that Harvest View Limited, a company controlled by Mr.
Rautenbach and his family, holds an interest in 90,926,134 CAMEC Shares. This currently
represents 7.40% of the outstanding CAMEC Shares….’54
The belated announcement made to shareholders, almost 18 months after the IMF Ltd

transaction, serves to underline the apparent absence of immediate notification of changes to
significant shareholders at the time of the transaction.
This area engages AIM Rule 17. See RAID’s submission on CAMEC, pp. 57 et seq.

Managerial malpractice, opaque subcontracts and conflicts of interest in the
predecessor companies
A third area of concern stems from management malpractice, opaque subcontracts, and conflicts
of interest in Rautenbach companies later acquired by CAMEC, as detailed in DRC Governmentcommissioned audits and contract reviews of the predecessor companies,55 as well as in
successful legal action against Rautenbach’s holding company (Shaford) by Rautenbach’s former
partner and legal counsel.56 The issues are:
 the lack of contractual arrangements between the Congo Cobalt Corporation (CCC – a
Rautenbach-owned company, outside the joint venture, owning and operating the processing
facilities and other mining equipment at the concessions) and Boss Mining, and the conflict
of interest arising from their both being filials of the same holding company (Shaford)
 the deprivation of the state-owned mining company, Gécamines, of the full value of its
interest in Boss Mining. This state of affairs arose i) because of the service contract with CCC,
which was based on a ‘cost plus 20 principle’ (where CCC paid only a fixed margin of 20
percent over the cost of extracting the ore, when it was generating much bigger profits than
that); and ii) because of transfer pricing (by which agreed transfer prices are used to
distribute profits to the offshore parts of a company, also depriving home governments of tax
revenue)
 the transfer of assets out of the Boss Mining joint venture
 the absence of contracts and terms of business between Sabot (a transport and logistics
company later acquired by CAMEC from Rautenbach) and Shaford, and the use of the Sabot
bank account for cobalt sales
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‘severe damage to the long term potential of the mining concessions’ brought about by
Rautenbach extracting high grades ores to the detriment of the cost-effective recovery of
lower grade ores.

Malpractice and conflicts of interest are of obvious import and ought surely to have constituted
necessary information for investors in evaluating CAMEC’s transactions to acquire Boss Mining.
However, not until more than a year after the commencement of the acquisition of Boss Mining
did CAMEC acknowledge (i) the continued key role played by Rautenbach in managing the
mining and transport operations after their acquisition;57 and (ii) the continued contracting out
of mining operations at the concessions to the Rautenbach-controlled Congo Cobalt
Corporation.58
This area engages inter alia AIM Rules 10 and 12 and RNAs 16, 19, 25, OR1 and OR2. See RAID’s
submission on CAMEC, pp. 60 et seq.

Incompleteness of accounts and the implications for determining how
transactions are classed
The fourth area of concern arises from the criticism by auditors of the incompleteness of the
accounts provided by Boss Mining, KMC, Mukondo Mining and Sabot and hence the reliability of
the required financial information about the transaction – the profits and value attributable to
the assets – that was provided to investors. The auditors’ findings have implications for the class
tests on substantial transactions and reverse takeovers required under AIM rules. CAMEC itself,
in relation to both the Boss Mining and the Sabot acquisitions, notes in its financial statements
(released at the end of August 2007, 6 to 18 months after the transactions):59
Reliable financial information is not available for periods prior to acquisition and
consequently it is not practicable to state the profit after tax and minority interest for the
acquired entity in respect of the period from the beginning of the entity’s financial year to the
date of acquisition and in respect of its previous financial year.

The accountancy firm Ernst & Young criticises both Boss Mining and Mukondo Mining (and the
predecessor company, KMC) for the absence of regular accounting and the disregard of
accounting rules.60 It is important to establish the extent to which enquiries were made by either
CAMEC or its nomad to ensure that required financial information about each transaction was
accurate, especially if investors were deprived of the necessary information to enable them to
evaluate the effect of the transactions on CAMEC.
Moreover, given the magnitude of the IMF/Boss acquisition, RAID calls upon AIM Regulation to
provide details of the calculations used by CAMEC and its nomad for each of the class tests under
the AIM rules in order to demonstrate that the acquisition did not amount to a reverse takeover
(Box 7).61 The implications of a transaction constituting a reverse takeover are profound; not least
are the requirements for shareholder consent and the publication of a full AIM admission
document for the enlarged entity.62 Questions also arise concerning the Sabot acquisition and
application of the class tests on substantial transactions/reverse takeovers, triggering the
disclosure of specified information. The absence of reliable financial information for Boss Mining
and Sabot must raise the question as to whether it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that all the
class tests were properly applied.
The class tests for a substantial transaction or reverse takeover

Box 7

A substantial transaction is one which exceeds 10 percent in any of the class tests (i.e.,
where the gross assets, gross capital, profits or turnover attributable to the transaction, or
the consideration paid represents, respectively, more than 10 percent of the AIM
company’s gross assets, gross capital, profits, turnover or company value).
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A reverse takeover occurs where the company being purchased has greater gross assets,
profits, turnover, value or gross capital than the AIM company itself or where the
acquisition would result in a fundamental change of business.
IMF/Boss Mining
Under AIM rules, one of the criteria defining a reverse take-over is an acquisition or
acquisitions in a twelve-month period which for an AIM company would exceed 100
percent in any of the class tests. CAMEC reports a turnover of £805,075 to the year ended
31 March 2005; while no turnover figure attributable to the IMF/Boss assets for the same
period is given by CAMEC, the turnover attributed to the acquisition in the following year is
£9,431,000 against a turnover of £1,613,000 for continuing operations. It is therefore also
pertinent to ask CAMEC to show that the magnitude of the turnover attributable to
IMF/Boss prior to acquisition for the purposes of the turnover test was substantially less
and did not therefore exceed the threshold for a reverse takeover.
Sabot
For the purposes of the turnover test, CAMEC’s latest stated turnover prior to the
acquisition of Sabot was £11.044 million to 31 March 2006. No figure is given for Sabot’s
most recent turnover prior to its acquisition by CAMEC. However, given that Sabot’s
turnover for the following financial year was £17.098 million, it is pertinent to ask CAMEC
to show that the magnitude of Sabot’s turnover prior to acquisition for the purpose of the
turnover test was substantially less and did not therefore exceed the threshold for a
substantial transaction or indeed a reverse takeover.
According to CAMEC, it acquired Sabot on 24 July 2006. However it is not apparent that
CAMEC released a notification on that date nor in the days immediately following. It would
seem that CAMEC’s first public reference to its acquisition of Sabot was made in its
notification of its preliminary results on 18 September 2006, almost two months after the
actual date of the acquisition. Under AIM rules, a substantial transaction must be notified
without delay.

This area engages inter alia AIM Rules 10, 11, 12, 14 and 19 and RNAs 16, OR1 and OR2. See
RAID’s submission on CAMEC, pp. 71 et seq.

Licence review: information of import and the effect on transactions
The Boss Mining, KMC/Savannah Mining and Mukondo Mining contracts were examined as part
of the industry-wide review (Box 2) of ventures between private partners and Gécamines. The
Mining Contracts Review Commission, together with prior audits and studies (see above, p. 13
and n. 55), raised concerns that the contracts for Boss Mining, KMC/Savannah and Mukondo
 failed to identify the real level of contributions of private partners and Gécamines
 resulted in the inequitable division of share capital between the parties
 failed to pay royalties and/or an entry premium to Gécamines.
These issues, central to the perceived fairness of the contracts and calls for their renegotiation,
must have been known to CAMEC at the time of the acquisitions.
A key question is the extent to which CAMEC and its nomad should have notified the existence of
such criticisms – arising both from the prior audits and in the work of the Mining Contracts
Review Commission – both during the course of its Congolese acquisitions and subsequently, in
order to allow investors and the market to gauge for themselves the likelihood or otherwise of
calls by the DRC Government for renegotiation of the contracts.
For Boss Mining, Savannah Mining and Mukondo Mining, the Commission ultimately
recommended renegotiation of the partnerships. The date given on the review notification letter
published on the DRC Mining Ministry website for Boss Mining is 11 February 2008.63 Yet CAMEC did
not make a regulatory news announcement concerning the content of this notification until 26
February, over two weeks later.64 Moreover, a number of requirements raised in the notification letter
with financial implications for CAMEC’s investors are not mentioned by CAMEC in its 26 February
release or in subsequent news releases. These include requirements i) to release to the government a
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feasibility study that identifies and evaluates the parties’ real input so that shares may be
equitably divided (CAMEC refers only to ‘reappraisal of the real contribution of all stake holders in
value terms’ and does not refer to a feasibility study per se);65 and ii) to pay the royalties and overdue
entry premium to Gécamines.

On 4 March 2008, CAMEC was the first to announce that it had negotiated a settlement over the
future of its joint venture contract withGécamines.66 CAMEC’s settlement occurred before the
DRC Government announced its terms of reference for the renegotiation of contracts in
September 2008!67 Usual practice would suggest that settlement should occur after the terms of
reference for renegotiation are issued, as has been the case with other contract renegotiations in
the DRC.
This area engages inter alia AIM Rules 10 and 12 and RNAs 16, 25, OR1, OR2 and OR3. See
RAID’s submission on CAMEC, pp. 77 et seq.

Notification of price sensitive information without delay
The final issue of compliance relates to the requirement under AIM rules to notify price sensitive
information without delay, and CAMEC’s public response, inter alia, to:
 the findings of the Ernst & Young audits and the conclusions and recommendations of the
Mining Contracts Review Commission concerning the Boss Mining and Mukondo
concessions (see above, p. 15)
 the suspension of operations at its jointly-owned Mukondo mine following formal notice
from the mine’s new co-owners, Gertler’s DGI/Prairie
 the competing claim by mining company Simberi Mining Corporation (via its wholly-owned
subsidiary PTM) over the Kakanda tailings and mining deposits of north and south Kakanda
and the recommendation of the Mining Contracts Review Commission that PTM participate
in the renegotiation of the partnership contract between Boss Mining/Savannah Mining and
Gécamines
 a chemical fire at Boss Mining’s depot in Likasi and the reported release of bromine gas.
Suspension of mining operations at Mukondo

Dating back to the time when Rautenbach’s regained mining assets from the DRC government in
2004 (Box 10), Boss Mining was given a 50 percent stake in the Mukondo concession, with 50
percent retained by Bredenkamp’s KMC.68 Under a new agreement in July 2005, the entire
production was sold on favourable terms to a subsidiary of Rautenbach’s Boss Mining, Congo
Cobalt Corporation.69 Following the sale of Tremalt/KMC to Dan Gertler International (DGI), it
was reported in the press that ‘Gertler, the foreigner closest to the ear of DRC president Joseph
Kabila, immediately ordered a halt to activities on Mukondo’, and that ‘Gertler wanted a fair
deal’.70
There is a general requirement under AIM rules to disclose without delay price sensitive
information, which, if made public, would be likely to lead to a substantial movement in a
company’s share price.71 The sale to DGI of Tremalt (including KMC and the 50 percent stake in
Mukondo) was concluded in June 2006. A news release of 30 August 2007, attributed to the DRC
Government, states that ‘Mukondo Mining has been in standstill for more than 16 months,’ which
suggests that operations may have ceased in May or June 2006.72 CAMEC, in a 28 November
2007 circular to shareholders about the new proposed joint venture with Prairie International,
eventually gave a date for the suspension of operations at Mukondo: ‘production at Mukondo
ceased in August 2006 following a disagreement between Boss Mining and Savannah, the
partners in Mukondo Mining.’73 In the light of both this admission by CAMEC and an even earlier
date for the cessation of activity at Mukondo implied by the DRC Government’s news release, it is
pertinent to question why CAMEC did not announce the suspension of mining at Mukondo until
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5 September 2006 – and then only in a ‘comment on press speculation’ in response to a press
article headlined ‘CAMEC’s revenue from DRC dries up’.74
There can be no doubting the financial significance to CAMEC of the Mukondo concession, which
the company itself describes as ‘the richest cobalt mine in the world’, nor the influence of its
prospects on CAMEC’s share price.75 In the days following the press article of 3 September 2006
stating that operations at Mukondo had been terminated, CAMEC’s share price fell by almost
5%;76 on the day following the announcement on 7 November 2007 of a new memorandum of
understanding with the joint owners of Mukondo, the share price shot up by over 53% compared
to its price on 5 November 2007.77
Moreover, AIM rules also require that nothing of import is omitted from disclosed information.78
Prior to CAMEC’s September release, the company notified two updates concerning its cobalt
operations in the DRC on 2 June 2006 and 28 July 2006 – that is, after the date given by the
DRC Government when Mukondo was at ‘standstill’.79 No reference is made in either release to
the termination of operations at Mukondo and the impact of this upon cobalt production and
sales.
Disputed claims

According to Simberi Mining Corporation, ‘our hard rock concessions [claimed by Simberi’s
subsidiary PTM]... appeared to overlap with a claim by CAMEC and Boss Mining for concession
C19 and Exploration permit 469’.80 CAMEC appears not to have issued a notification or public
announcement regarding PTM’s claim over the Kakanda tailings and mining deposits of north
and south Kakanda; nor regarding the Mining Contracts Review Commission’s recommendation
‘that PTM participates in the renegotiation of the partnership contract between Boss Mining and
Gécamines on the one hand and Savannah Mining and Gécamines on the other hand’;81 nor
regarding the requirement in the notification letter to Boss Mining that, in the transfer of mining
titles, PTM’s rights are to be taken into account.82
Simberi Mining Corporation has since changed its name to Greenock Resources Inc.83 On 18
March 2011, Greenock announced that ‘consequent upon a review by staff of the OSC [Ontario
Securities Commission]‘ it had made material changes to its filed documents. It would appear
that the OSC review was prompted by a complaint to the regulator made by ENRC over the
contested DRC concessions.
It would be anomalous if CAMEC were to have failed to disclose the contested title of Kakanda
and to have escaped review by AIM Regulation when – at the behest of ENRC, as the successor to
CAMEC – the same issue of non-disclosure has prompted action by the Canadian authorities.
This area engages AIM Rule 11 and RNAs 16, OR1, OR2 and OR3. See RAID’s submission on
CAMEC, pp. 86 et seq.

CAMEC, ENRC and sanctions against Zimbabwe:
implications for AIM and questions for HM
Treasury
Rautenbach and associated entities
US sanctions were first imposed against specifically identified individuals and entities in
Zimbabwe in March 2003, and were expanded in November 2005 and July 2008. In November
2008, the US designated Rautenbach as an individual who provided financial and other support
to the Government of Zimbabwe and other designated Zimbabweans, as well as adding his
company Ridgepoint Overseas Developments.84
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In 2002, the Council of the European Union imposed a prohibition on the supply of arms,
technical training and equipment for internal repression and a travel ban and freezing of funds
for ‘the Government of Zimbabwe and persons who bear a wide responsibility for serious
violations of human rights and of the freedom of opinion, of association and of peaceful
assembly.’85 The sanctions have subsequently been extended and updated and, in January 2009,
Rautenbach and Ridgepoint Overseas Developments were added to the list.86
RAID has raised questions in its submission on CAMEC under the AIM rules about the disclosure
by CAMEC and Seymour Pierce of Rautenbach’s status as a designated individual under US and
EU sanctions.
 Why did CAMEC not disclose Rautenbach’s sanctioned status given his continued interest in
CAMEC and the reputational risk his status presented for CAMEC’s share price?
 Did Seymour Pierce advise and guide CAMEC’s directors on any implications arising from the
status of Rautenbach on sanctions lists or seek the advice of the Exchange over the likely
reputational consequences?
See RAID’s submission on CAMEC, pp. 43 et seq.

CAMEC’s acquisition of Zimbabwean platinum assets
In April 2008, CAMEC announced the acquisition of an interest in platinum mining assets in
Zimbabwe via its acquisition of 100 percent of Lefever Finance Ltd, registered in BVI.87 Lefever
owned 60 percent of Todal Mining (Private) Limited, a Zimbabwean company, which held the
rights to two platinum claims in Zimbabwe.88 The remaining 40 percent of Todal was held by
ZMDC, wholly owned by the Government of Zimbabwe. ZMDC was added to the US Specially
Designated Nationals (SDN) list on 25 July 2008, and was designated under EU sanctions on 27
January 2009.
CAMEC’s announcement of the acquisition stated:89 ‘CAMEC has agreed to advance to Lefever an
amount of US$100 million by way of loan to enable Lefever to comply with its contractual
obligations to the Government of the Republic of Zimbabwe.’ Other commentators have
described the advance as a ‘thinly disguised donation... nothing less than an unsecured cash loan
to the Zimbabwe Government... “the president Robert Mugabe regime”’.90
RAID has raised questions with the UK authorities about CAMEC’s acquisition of Todal via
Lefever.
In respect of AIM Regulation:91
 Why did CAMEC not disclose ZMDC’s SDN status given the reputational risk presented for
CAMEC’s share price of being in partnership with an SDN?
 Did Seymour Pierce give advice on notification and disclosure?
In respect of HM Treasury and the implementation of sanctions, did CAMEC at the time of the
Lefever/Todal transaction:92
 notify or otherwise seek the advice of the Treasury as to whether its proposed acquisition
complied with the sanctions then in force
 require a licence or other permission from the Treasury in order to make loan finance via
Lefever available to the Zimbabwean government, given that President Robert Mugabe and
other senior Zimbabwean government members and ZANU-PF officials were all designated
under EU sanctions?
See RAID’s submission on CAMEC, pp. 10, 43 et seq.
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Sanctions and ENRC’s offer for CAMEC: Non-disclosure of the identity of
Rautenbach and other SDNs in the offer document
In its September 2009 offer document for CAMEC, ENRC noted that ‘various issues have arisen
in respect of the Offer in relation to the possible application of International Sanctions Laws.’93
ENRC refers to ‘assets and subsidiaries within the CAMEC Group that have been deemed to be
SDNs by OFAC’. However, although ENRC includes information on the acquisition of the
Zimbabwe Platinum Assets, it does not identify any SDNs.94
Information on certain of Rautenbach’s shareholdings – amounting to the nearly 3.2% of CAMEC
shares held via Harvest View Limited – can be pieced together from CAMEC documents predating the ENRC offer (Box 8). CAMEC also confirmed a 13 percent interest in CAMEC held by
Meryweather Investments Limited, following CAMEC’s acquisition of the Zimbabwean platinum
assets.95 Other commentators have suggested that Meryweather is linked to Rautenbach, but
have recorded his denial of any link.96
Nowhere is it stated in the ENRC offer document, either in the section on sanctions or elsewhere,
that Harvest View holds an interest in CAMEC shares or that Rautenbach controls Harvest View.
No reference is made to Meryweather Investments Limited. Rautenbach is not named in the offer
document nor are any CAMEC holdings attributed to him.
A number of specialist industry publications and newspapers reported that any sale of
Rautenbach’s shares in CAMEC to ENRC required UK Treasury approval. ENRC’s chief executive
officer confirmed that ‘the acquisition of any shares from those on the sanctions list will require
United Kingdom license from the United Kingdom Treasury.’97 The Daily Telegraph reported on
12 October 2009: ‘Yesterday ENRC sent a letter to the [UK] Treasury seeking approval to buy the
3.2pc CAMEC stake owned by businessman Billy Rautenbach, whose assets have been frozen by
the European Union.’98 Moreover, the question remains as to how the hidden owners of
Meryweather’s much larger holding in CAMEC, worth £43 million, have benefited from the sale
to ENRC.

Box 8

Rautenbach’s shareholdings in CAMEC

Harvest View Limited
As noted (above, p.13), CAMEC confirmed in a circular dated 28 August 2007 that Harvest
View Limited, a company controlled by Mr. Rautenbach and his family, held 90,926,134
CAMEC Shares.99 As of the date ENRC’s terms of offer were announced, Harvest View
Limited continued to hold these shares, representing 3.17% of issued share capital.
On 15 December 2009, ENRC announced that it either owned or had received valid
acceptances in respect of 95.66 percent of the entire issued share capital of CAMEC.100 The
announcement went on to confirm arrangements for the compulsory acquisition of
remaining CAMEC shares. Private Eye magazine noted: ENRC ‘will not say whether that
[percentage] includes Harvest View’s [shares]’.
Meryweather Investments Limited
Upon acquiring a stake in the Zimbabwean platinum assets, CAMEC confirmed that
‘Meryweather Investments Limited, the seller of the shares in Lefever, will on completion of
the transaction hold a 13.07% interest in the enlarged share capital of CAMEC.’101
According to an article in Private Eye magazine, ‘CAMEC, headed by former England
cricketer Phil Edmonds, is understood to have informed the Treasury earlier this year that
Meryweather was linked to Zimbabwean businessman ‘Billy’ Rautenbach, whose assets are
supposedly frozen by UK and US sanctions against the Mugabe regime… Rautenbach
himself denies any links to Meryweather (Eye 1246), so that must be true.’102
The magazine names James Ramsey as the ‘sole director of Lefever, and who also
appeared to sign for Meryweather’ describing this as ‘a remarkable coincidence’ given that
a lawyer of the same name ‘has for many years represented Rautenbach’.
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ENRC describes irrevocable undertakings to accept the offer from, inter alia, Temple
Nominees Limited, with a holding of 115,000,000 shares or approximately 4% of the entire
issued ordinary share capital of CAMEC; and Chambers Nominees Limited, with a holding
of 100,000,000 shares or approximately 3.48%.103 Both Temple and Chambers nominees
are confirmed by ENRC as acting ‘for and on behalf of Meryweather Investments Limited’.
CAMEC confirmed that Meryweather held 215,000,000 ordinary shares or 7.49 per cent of
CAMEC’s issued share capital.104
According to Private Eye, ‘Neither Temple nor Chambers appears to have any connection to
CAMEC. However, the letters accepting the bid for the Meryweather shares were signed by
the CAMEC company secretary, Philip Enoch. This suggests that CAMEC is well acquainted
with the real owners and empowered to act for them. Which would be so if, as is
suggested, CAMEC had volunteered to the Treasury that the Meryweather shares were
linked to Rautenbach and as such covered by the sanctions freeze.’
The Private Eye article asks: ‘Has the money been passed on to the hidden Meryweather
owners – who may not be so hidden to Rautenbach – or has the £43m been paid into an
escrow account pending clearance from the Treasury and Washington? Might that be the
reason why Enoch signed for the shares? But how can clearance be given if there is a
suspicion that interests close to Rautenbach or other Mugabe sympathisers will benefit?’

Questions put to the Asset Freezing Unit and their failure to respond
As follow-up to an earlier letter (May 2010) enquiring in general about implementation of aspects
of the sanctions regime in the UK, RAID sent a detailed memorandum and questions to the UK
Treasury’s Asset Freezing Unit (AFU) on 6 July 2011 (Annexe 2). The memorandum raised
matters relating to specific individuals and entities, inter alia, Billy Rautenbach, Harvest View
Limited, Meryweather Investments Limited, Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation plc
(ENRC), and CAMEC. In light of the successful offer by ENRC for CAMEC, RAID’s memorandum
sought clarification on the application of sanctions to trading in CAMEC shares of possible direct
or indirect benefit to designated persons or entities, including Rautenbach.
The administration of Rautenbach-controlled shares

The AFU was asked to comment on who would take over the administration of shares in a
company held by a designated person when they first appear on the sanctions list. A March 2009
report in the press stated: ‘The company [CAMEC] said: “As soon as the sanctions were
announced CAMEC took appropriate legal advice and subsequently, in early February, made a
notification to the Treasury. CAMEC is in full compliance with its requirements under the
sanctions”.’105 RAID sought to clarify, inter alia:
 the date upon which CAMEC made its notification to the Treasury
 whether or not CAMEC disclosed Rautenbach’s direct or indirect holdings of CAMEC shares,
the names of any Rautenbach-controlled or associated entities disclosed by CAMEC and
whether his direct or indirect holdings were quantified.
The requirement for licence(s) from HM Treasury: prior approval?

ENRC in its offer document described discussions with HM Treasury in connection with the
application of UK sanctions as ’ongoing’.106 Yet on the very day the offer was announced, and
prior to the posting of the offer document, ENRC indicated that it already had approval: ‘The HM
Treasury has approved ENRC making the offer for the shares of CAMEC.’107 This statement by
ENRC would appear to indicate that the matter of Treasury approval was considered a fait
accompli, despite wording within the offer document that presented licence approval as a matter
yet to be determined.108
In light of the requirement for a licence to deal with funds or economic resources belonging to a
designated person, and because the AFU is responsible for processing applications ‘for licences to
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release frozen funds or to make funds available to designated/restricted persons’, the Unit was
asked to confirm the following.109
 Did ENRC require and apply for a licence to purchase any Rautenbach-controlled direct or
indirect shareholdings in CAMEC, or did CAMEC or any other person (including
Rautenbach) or entity apply for a licence to sell such shareholdings? When were any such
licences refused or granted?
 Was any licence application made to allow the purchase and/or sale of certain CAMEC
shares, including the purchase of any CAMEC shares owned by Harvest View or Meryweather
Investments or administered by Temple Nominees Limited or Chambers Nominees Limited?
Who made any such licence application(s)?
 On what date(s) was/were any application(s) for any licence(s) to sell/purchase/deal in
CAMEC shares made? On what date(s) was/were any licences refused or granted?
Proceeds from any sale of CAMEC shares

RAID also seeks clarification on the following questions.
 What has happened to the consideration from the sale of Harvest View’s or Meryweather’s
holdings in CAMEC or those from any other Rautenbach-controlled holdings?
 Who administers the account(s) in which any such considerations are held?
 The AFU’s response stated that ‘any sale of a designated person’s shares could take place only
on the basis that any consideration for the shares remains frozen’. However, given that a
designated person can apply for a derogation from Council Regulation (EC) No 314/2004 and
that a designated person may seek a licence from the Treasury authorising access to
economic funds or resources, has any consideration arising from the ENRC’s acquisition of
any shares benefiting Rautenbach (including any benefiting him held via Harvest View’s or
Meryweather’s holdings in CAMEC) indeed remained frozen?
RAID notes, in the event of any request for derogation from the freezing of funds and economic
resources, the timing of the settlement reached by Rautenbach with the South African National
Prosecuting Authority (NPA) concerning fraud charges. The announcement of ENRC’s offer for
CAMEC – to include the purchase of Rautenbach-controlled holdings in CAMEC – exactly
coincided with Rautenbach’s return to South Africa on 18 September 2009 and his appearance on
the same day before the Specialised Commercial Crimes Court. A media release on behalf of
Rautenbach confirmed that he agreed to pay ‘R40 million [~ £3.3 million, which] constituted
amounts payable directly to the state, to the South African Revenue Services and an amount
payable directly to the Criminal Asset Recovery Account of the NPA.’110
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PART II – A CRITIQUE OF AIM
REGULATION AND THE IMPLICATIONS
FOR RESPECTING HUMAN RIGHTS

Introduction
Part I outlined areas of compliance concerning the conduct of CAMEC and its nomad that appear
to engage AIM rules. This Part has three concerns:
 to consider the implementation and enforcement of the rules
 to consider the formulation of the rules, i.e. their scope or adequacy to capture corporate
misconduct of the type that led the UN experts to lay charges of insufficient due diligence
 to examine whether there is any intersection – as suggested by the UN Special Representative
on Business and Human Rights’ corporate law project (below, p. 31) – between market rules
and human rights protection, and to consider whether a market value is placed upon human
rights.

Implementation of the AIM rules
In this section, the implementation and enforcement of AIM’s rules are considered under four
headings:
 a brief summary of how AIM is regulated; a consideration of the role of nomads (commercial
firms, typically investment banks, corporate financiers, brokers or accountants) as
gatekeepers; and an overview of the regulatory measures available to the Exchange, from
trading suspensions through to disciplinary action
 a review of action taken by the Exchange in respect of CAMEC, Seymour Pierce, and certain
other companies where their conduct has raised parallel issues. One objective is to discern
any apparent inconsistencies in implementation; a second is to identify areas where there
appear to be significant unanswered questions about CAMEC’s compliance
 a discussion of the scope that remains for retrospective disciplinary action by the Exchange,
particularly in the light of the disciplinary notice issued against Seymour Pierce in December
2011
 a critique of the AIM disciplinary process, which is mostly conducted ’in-house’; seldom
publicly names miscreants; invites public complaints but then excludes complainants from
the process; and is ultimately secretive and unaccountable. It may be that these in-built
attributes are, however, the product of prioritising orderly markets over public scrutiny.

The regulation of AIM
Sidestepping EU standards

The London Stock Exchange took a number of steps to revise the functioning of AIM in
anticipation of the introduction of the European Union’s Prospectus Directive (PD), a measure
designed to harmonise standards for companies seeking to list on exchanges across Europe.111
Most importantly, because the Prospectus Directive applies to officially regulated markets, AIM
changed its status in October 2004 to become ‘exchange regulated’, setting and implementing its
own rules. This means the Prospectus Directive does not apply to a company listing on AIM
unless it is making a public offer, rights issue or report takeover taking the value over certain
limits.
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In practice, a full Directive-compliant prospectus, approved by the FSA, is not required from AIM
applicants who place shares with institutional investors or otherwise qualify for an exemption.
Rather, the AIM rules have been amended so as to adopt the contents of the regulations
implementing the Prospectus Directive, but with ‘carve outs’ or exemptions in many areas, which
reduce the overall level of information required.
AIM’s ‘self’ regulation

As an exchange-regulated market, AIM is run by the London Stock Exchange, which in turn is
recognised and regulated by the UK Financial Services Authority (FSA).112 Ultimately, as AIM is
part of the Exchange, it is subject to regulation by the FSA;113 but AIM is also a regulator in that it
establishes and monitors a regulatory regime for admission and imposes continuing obligations
on issuers and their nomads. Companies joining AIM and those already listed must comply with
rules set by the Exchange.
The Exchange’s AIM Regulation team is responsible for guiding, monitoring and investigating
AIM companies’ compliance with the regulations.114 Ultimately, the Exchange may take
disciplinary action against a company that breaks the rules.
However – and this constitutes one of the key differences between AIM and the Main Market – the
responsibility for the day-to-day regulation of AIM companies is delegated to nomads. Hence
admission documents are not approved by the Exchange nor the UK Listing Authority but by the
nomad. It is the nomad who makes the decision on the suitability of a company for AIM admission.
Role of nominated advisers

Nomads are approved by the Exchange to assess the suitability of applicants for AIM and to act
as a mentor once a company has joined.115 The very first AIM rule states that ‘in order to be
eligible for AIM, an applicant must appoint a nominated adviser and an AIM company must
retain a nominated adviser at all times.’116 The nominated adviser is responsible to the Exchange
for advising and guiding an AIM company on complying with the AIM Rules for Companies, both
in respect of its admission and its continuing obligations.117
Nomads are required to complete a declaration of compliance with the AIM rules every time they
act for a new applicant or are appointed to act for an existing AIM company.118 The nominated
adviser’s declaration forms part of the contract between the Exchange and the nomad. AIM Rules
for Nominated Advisers, effective from 20 February 2007, were introduced to consolidate the
existing obligations on nominated advisers.119
The Exchange has placed great regulatory faith in its nomads at the same time as effectively
privatizing the regulatory function. The Exchange’s A guide to AIM states:120
The Nomad’s primary responsibility and duty of care is owed to the Exchange and it must
ensure that the admission of a company to AIM and its conduct following admission do not
impact adversely on the reputation or integrity of the Exchange. For a Nomad, the reputation
and integrity of the market are of paramount importance.

Any case concerning an errant nomad therefore has considerable ramifications. Every time the
Exchange is seen to take public action against a nomad, the faith that underpins the system is
undermined. This may give rise to an imperative to suppress information about the failure of
nomads to ensure compliance by their clients. Moreover, AIM regulation acknowledges ‘that
nomads also owe a duty of care to their client company, as well as to the Exchange.’121 At a
minimum, owing a duty of care to two parties must complicate deciding whether a client’s or the
Exchange’s best interests are served when advising on compliance.
The news that Seymour Pierce has been conditionally sold to a Ukrainian or Kazakh firm has
certain implications for AIM. The regulatory function, responsibility for which falls to the
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Exchange (itself a listed company) via AIM Regulation, is ultimately delegated to a nomad, a
private company itself owned by a firm in a jurisdiction not known for the highest standards of
good governance. What is frequently regarded as a public regulatory function is not only
privatised, but is also internationalised – if account is taken of the ultimate interests of a
nomad’s overseas owners.
Disciplinary action

The Exchange may take disciplinary action against both companies and nomads. An AIM
company that has breached the rules may be fined, censured or even have its admission
cancelled. Following formal review by the Exchange, any nomad found to have breached its
responsibilities under the rules or to have impaired the reputation of AIM faces disciplinary
action.122 A Market Compliance and Investigations team investigates potential breaches of the
rules by any company or nomad. On conclusion of an investigation, the Exchange may issue a
‘warning notice’ (when it believes that a breach has occurred but the offence does not justify a
fine, censure or tougher sanction). More serious cases are submitted by the Exchange to either
the Executive Panel or the Disciplinary Committee.123 The criteria by which the Exchange refers a
case to one body or the other are not given, but the Disciplinary Committee can impose tougher
sanctions in the most serious cases.
The sanctions available to the Executive Panel are to censure the company/nomad or to impose a
fine of up to £50,000 for each rule breach or else to refer the case to the Disciplinary
Committee.124 Sanctions available to the Disciplinary Committee are to impose a fine, censure the
company or nomad (including the power to publish the fact that action has been taken) and,
ultimately, to cancel the admission of a company’s AIM securities or remove a nomad from the
approved register.125 Disciplinary action may also be settled – as in the case of Seymour Pierce –
by way of a consent order negotiated between the Exchange and the AIM company or nomad and
submitted to either the Executive Panel or the Disciplinary Committee for approval.126
Record of disciplinary action taken by the Exchange

The Exchange has taken acknowledged disciplinary action against a very small number of AIM
companies and nomads. Public censure is rarer still: six companies and four nomads have been
named in this way, with two of these companies and three nomads also being fined between
£75,000 and £600,000. The Exchange has privately censured and fined seven companies and
one nomad (fines ranged from £5,000 – £75,000), privately censured (no names are published)
one company and two nomads, imposed fines on nine other unnamed companies, and has
acknowledged issuing seven warning notices against companies.127 To place the limited extent of
disciplinary action in context, AIM has been in existence for over 15 years, admitting over 3300
companies (over 1100 currently trading), advised by over 50 approved nomads, raising £78
billion in investment.

The CAMEC case and consistency of enforcement
CAMEC and its nomad: the lack of public action to date

To date, the Exchange has taken almost no publicly acknowledged action in respect of CAMEC’s
conduct, either at the time when instances of compliance arose or subsequently in the form of
disciplinary action. Following the cancellation of CAMEC’s mining licences by the DRC
Government, the Exchange suspended trading in CAMEC shares for three hours on 31 August
2007 after the plunge in the company’s market capitalisation.128 The suspension was lifted later
the same day following an explanatory statement by CAMEC.129
Recall that the Exchange, although it has publicly censured and fined Seymour Pierce, has taken
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no publicly acknowledged action in respect of its role as CAMEC’s nomad per se (below, p. 27).
Questions of consistent implementation: action taken against others

Whilst the Exchange has taken public action against only a handful of named or unnamed
companies and nomads, these cases nevertheless engage the same rules about which questions
remain over compliance by CAMEC and Seymour Pierce. The table below juxtaposes such
instances of disciplinary action alongside publicly unanswered questions of compliance in the
CAMEC case.

Rules
engaged

CAMEC case

Cases of disciplinary action

Admission of
shares to
trading and
associated
notification
(AIM rules
17, 29, 33)

When IMF Ltd was acquired, it
does not appear that CAMEC
issued a holdings notification
identifying the owner or beneficiary
of 171,853,471 new shares as part of
the purchase price. Only much later
did CAMEC note the interest in the
shares of Rautenbach-controlled
entities.

In its censure of Environmental Recycling
Technologies plc, the Exchange found that
the company had breached AIM rules on the
admission of certain issued shares to trading
on AIM and had not made the required
announcements.130

Misleading,
false or
deceptive
information
and omissions
(AIM Rule 10)

Audits of the Rautenbach
companies later acquired by
CAMEC uncovered serious
managerial malpractice: given
Rautenbach’s continued key
managerial role in the companies
after their acquisition, AIM rules
which require that reasonable care
be taken ‘not to omit anything
likely to affect the import of such
information’ ought to have been
engaged.

SubSea Resource plc and Regal
Petroleum plc were publicly censured (the
latter also fined) for failing to take reasonable
care to ensure that announcements were not
misleading, false or deceptive and did not omit
anything likely to affect the import of such
information.131 Meridian Petroleum plc
was publicly censured and fined for its failure
to ensure that announcements disclosed
realistic operational deadlines and/or material
issues likely to affect the achievability of those
deadlines.132 Environmental Recycling
Technologies plc was publicly censured and
two other companies have been privately
censured and fined for misleading
announcements.133

Notification of
substantial
transactions
and reverse
takeovers
(AIM Rules
12 and 14)

Given the magnitude of the
turnover for IMF/Boss Mining and
Sabot in the year after their
acquisition compared to the
turnover attributed to CAMEC’s
other operations, and in light of the
admission by CAMEC of the
absence of reliable financial
information for Boss Mining and
Sabot, confirmation of the figures
used in the class tests is sought to
demonstrate that each acquisition
did not represent a reverse takeover
(CAMEC/Sabot) and/or significant
transaction (Sabot).

Minmet plc was publicly censured by the
Exchange for failure to announce without delay
a substantial transaction and an acquisition
constituting a reverse takeover, neglecting to
secure shareholder consent or to publish an
admission document for the enlarged entity.134
The Exchange privately censured another AIM
company and fined it £15,000 for not seeking
nomad advice and for failing to announce
without delay aggregated payments amounting
to a substantial transaction.135
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Rules
engaged

CAMEC case

Cases of disciplinary action

Incompletene
ss of accounts
(Rule 19)

Auditors have drawn attention to
the incompleteness of accounts
provided by Boss Mining, KMC,
Mukondo Mining and Sabot and
hence the reliability of the required
financial information about the
transaction provided to investors.

The Exchange has disciplined the nomad
Nabarro Wells & Co. Limited for breaches
of Rule 39 requiring due skill and care at all
times:136 inter alia, approving the release of
interim results despite the fact that questions
posed by the auditor had not been
satisfactorily answered; inadequate
consideration of the requirement to notify the
market of a change in a Company’s financial
condition.

Failures to
disclose price
sensitive
information
(Rule 11)

Questions remain over the
requirement to notify price
sensitive information without delay
and CAMEC’s public response,
inter alia, to the suspension of
operations at its jointly-owned
Mukondo mine, notification of the
conclusions of various audits and
the mining review, and the
competing claim by Simberi/PTM
over mining concessions.

Publicly censured companies: Incite
Holdings for failing to adequately disclose
price sensitive information;137 SubSea
Resources plc for a breach of the
requirement to notify without delay new
developments which were not public
knowledge (and which, if made public, would
have been likely to lead to a substantial
movement in its share price) concerning a
change in the expectation of its
performance;138 Meridian Petroleum plc
for its failure to disclose price sensitive
information without delay about operational
problems;139 Regal Petroleum plc (also
fined) for, inter alia, its failure to announce
without delay problems with oil wells;140
Environmental Recycling Technologies
plc for failing to disclose underperformance.141 Moreover, the Exchange has
privately censured four companies (imposing
fines of £5000 – £25,000 on three of them)
for, inter alia, failing to issue a regulatory
announcement without delay. One company
failed to make any announcement; two of the
others delayed release by two months and
several weeks.
Three nomads have been disciplined for
incorrect advice on, or inadequate
consideration of, the requirement to disclose
price sensitive information. In the cases of
Durlacher Limited and Nabarro Wells &
Co. Limited, censure has been public.142

In addition to the cases dealt with in the table, it should be noted that:
 Seymour Pierce has been publicly censured and fined (in Disciplinary Notice AD11, December
2011) for breaches of Nomad Rule 14 (assessing the appropriateness of an applicant for AIM),
Rule 16 (to act with due skill and care), Rule 17 (advice and guidance on continuing
obligations) and Rule 18 (exercising Schedule Three, including AR2 (inter alia, due diligence.
on directors and substantial shareholders at admission), OR1 (regular contact to advise
client, especially on notification price sensitive information) and OR2 (review of
notifications)). The Exchange states in AD11 that the breaches relate to two illustrative cases;
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no mention is made of Seymour Pierce’s role as CAMEC’s nomad. With the exception of the
rules solely applicable at admission, the same rules dealt with under AD11 (in addition to
certain other rules), are all engaged vis-à-vis the CAMEC case. Nevertheless, in response to
RAID’s submission on CAMEC, the Exchange has made no public declaration, either that the
rules were complied with or that they were breached.
In October 2009, Seymour Pierce was fined £154,000 by the FSA for failing to establish
effective controls to guard against employee fraud.143 This sanction was not imposed under
AIM disciplinary measures, but for breach of Principle 3 of the FSA’s Principles for
Businesses, pursuant to section 206 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
CAMEC shared its chairman and its chief executive with AIM-traded White Nile Ltd. Trading
in White Nile shares was suspended by the Exchange on 16 February 2005 and again in May
2005. The initial suspension followed the company’s announcement of a deal with the
government of Southern Sudan to acquire an interest in a disputed oil concession (also
claimed by Total), which caused a 1,275 percent surge in the value of the company’s shares.144
On 27 May 2005, just four days after the stock had returned from suspension, the London
Stock Exchange again halted trading in the company’s shares, fearing that there could not be
an orderly market.145 Moreover, the acquisition was reportedly referred to AIM’s disciplinary
panel: the transaction counted as a reverse takeover, requiring the company to produce a
detailed prospectus (admission document).146 If any disciplinary action was taken, it has not
been publicly reported or recorded in an AIM Disciplinary Notice. According to White Nile,
the initial temporary suspension was requested by the company’s directors until such time as
they had prepared full information on the transaction, which they announced on 4 March as a
reverse takeover.147 No reference is made by the Exchange or company to the instigation of
any disciplinary action.

The scope remaining for disciplinary action: AIM Disciplinary Notice 11 and
Seymour Pierce
On 21 December 2011, the Exchange issued AIM Disciplinary Notice AD11 setting out the
sanctions – public censure and a £400,000 fine – imposed upon Seymour Pierce for breaches of
the nomad rules.148 The disciplinary action was agreed with Seymour Pierce by way of a Consent
Order – asettlement negotiated by the Exchange and the nomad, then approved by the
Disciplinary Committee. The Exchange also states that the cases referred to in AD11 are
demonstrative and illustrative of Seymour Pierce’s breaches. This appears to be a tacit
acknowledgement that Seymour Pierce committed further breaches, which remain publicly
unexamined.
The Disciplinary Notice examines issues from early 2010 to early 2011 and refers to visits and
investigations carried out by the Exchange over the same period, thereby excluding the possibility
that Seymour Pierce’s conduct as CAMEC’s nomad has in any way informed the Disciplinary
Notice (recalling that CAMEC cancelled trading on AIM in December 2009). Yet the notice as
framed may have implications for the way in which compliance issues vis-à-vis Seymour Pierce
raised in RAID’s CAMEC submission to the Exchange are dealt with (Box 9).
The implications of AD11 for the CAMEC case: AIM’s response

Box 9

RAID has sought clarification on the implications of AD11 for matters dealt with in the
CAMEC submission. The Exchange has replied that it cannot give a specific response
‘beyond that which has been clearly and publicly stated in the public censure’. (See intra,
Annexe 1).
However, the implications of the public censure are far from clear: on the one hand, the
suspended fine is contingent upon further public censure – a warning or private censure
would not trigger it – and crucially, it is entirely future-focused. On the other hand, AD11
states ‘nor does [the arrangement over the suspended fine] restrict the Exchange from
undertaking any disciplinary action against Seymour Pierce should it think fit.’
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However – and in the light of the future-focused trigger for further public censure and fine
– is such disciplinary action restricted to a private warning?
Given that RAID’s submission was presumably under investigation by the Exchange at the
time it agreed the consent order with Seymour Pierce, why did the Exchange enter into
these arrangements – it has not done so in the past?
Moreover, why were the suspended arrangements only specified in respect of future acts
rather than past acts, given that RAID’s material on CAMEC was, presumably, pending
consideration?

£200,000 of the fine is suspended, becoming payable if Seymour Pierce is censured for ‘any acts
and/or omissions of Seymour Pierce... which commence within two years of the publication of
this Public Censure.’ It is RAID’s understanding that the suspended fine cannot therefore be
invoked in respect of prior acts or omissions by the nomad, including those pertaining to the
period during which Seymour Pierce advised CAMEC. If AD11 does indeed draw a line under
Seymour Pierce’s past conduct, this would leave questions about the quality of its advice to
CAMEC unexamined and unanswered.
Quite apart from the question of whether the interests of shareholders and the reputation of AIM
are best protected by the selective ‘illustrative’ approach adopted by the Exchange, it is our
submission that AD11 cannot substitute for action in relation to equally serious misconduct in
other cases. RAID’s submission on CAMEC engaged not only the same nomad and AIM Rules
referred to in AD11, but also a further set of nomad rules and AIM company rules which AD11
does not touch upon.149 The Exchange has made no public determination of compliance or noncompliance in respect of the matters raised in RAID’s submission.

Wider concerns about AIM’s disciplinary process
Ambiguity in the disciplinary process

There appears to be some ambiguity within the AIM procedures as to when and how the formal
disciplinary process is initiated. On one hand, the AIM Disciplinary Procedures state:
Where the Exchange wishes to commence disciplinary action against an AIM company or a
nominated adviser pursuant to the AIM rules, it shall refer such disciplinary matter to either
the AIM Executive Panel or the AIM Disciplinary Committee.150

This implies that all disciplinary action is initiated via one or other of these bodies. However, on
the other hand, it is stated:
Upon conclusion of its investigation the Exchange will decide what action is necessary in each
instance. The Exchange may, as an initial step, instruct the AIM company or nominated
adviser concerned (via email, telephone, or in a meeting) to take remedial action.
Alternatively, the Exchange may decide to issue a warning notice to the AIM company or
nominated adviser concerned. These measures all form part of the disciplinary process.151

The implication is that disciplinary action can be taken prior to any referral to the two
disciplinary bodies.152 Moreover, the Exchange provides no criteria by which it decides to refer a
case to either body (as opposed to dealing directly with the matter itself), or by which it chooses
between referring a case to the Executive Panel or referring it to the Disciplinary Committee.
Resisting transparency and minimising public disclosure

Matters dealt with directly by the Exchange without referral to the disciplinary bodies
The mechanism by which, in the first instance, disciplinary matters can be dealt with by the
Exchange without initial referral to the dedicated disciplinary bodies raises certain concerns
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about the transparency of the process. The company/nomad and the Exchange can agree
remedial action without the requirement to publish or notify any details of non-compliance and
without, necessarily, even a warning notice being issued. Warning notices are noted on
compliance records, but these remain ‘in house’ and are not disclosed. Moreover, when a consent
order is agreed, the company or nomad concerned may request that it is anonymised so that not
even the Disciplinary Committee is aware of their identity when considering the order for
approval.153
Cases before the Executive Panel, Disciplinary Committee and Appeals Committee
Even when cases are dealt with directly by the Executive Panel or Disciplinary Committee, there
is a general lack of transparency.
Any matters relating to proceedings of the Executive Panel, the Disciplinary Committee or the
Appeals Committee are kept confidential.154 While the Executive Panel usually proceeds on the
basis of confidential written submissions, the Disciplinary Committee and Appeals Committee
usually hold hearings to determine a case.155 Hearings are held in private, unless the party subject
to the complaint wants the hearing to be public.156 A record is made of the hearings, but this is
made available only to the parties.157 The parties are notified in writing of the reasoned decision
of any of the disciplinary bodies,158 but there is no automatic requirement for details of the
outcome to be published.
While the Disciplinary Committee may ‘publish the fact that the AIM company has been fined
and/or censured and the reasons for such fine or censure’, it is not required to do so.159
Moreover, ‘where the sanction imposed is a private censure, the AIM Disciplinary Committee
may publish its decision in part or a summary of it and the reasons for the decision without
revealing the identity of the AIM company or nominated adviser sanctioned.’160 For cases heard
before the Executive Panel, there is no provision for publication.
The Exchange does have an overall right to publish in part, in summary or in full the findings of
either disciplinary body or details of warning notices issued, where it ‘believes that to do so would
be of assistance to the market’.161 Yet when publication is to assist the market in general rather
than as part and parcel of the disciplinary process per se (see below), the identity of any party
concerned is not disclosed.
The AIM Appeals Committee may publish part or all of its written decision or a summary of it,
and the reasons for the decision – it is not specified whether the identity of the party/parties
subject to the appeal will be revealed or not, but presumably this too is discretionary.162
Lack of accountability and exclusion of complainants from the process

After RAID made its submission on CAMEC to the Exchange in May 2011, but before the
Disciplinary Notice concerning Seymour Pierce was issued in December of that year, AIM
Regulation used its September 2011 Inside AIM newsletter to focus on its investigation and
enforcement functions. Having placed its faith in, and reliance upon, nomads to ensure
compliance with its rules, AIM adopted an approach which – ‘given the need for support and cooperation from nomads’ – could be viewed as closer to appeasement than strict supervision.
Moreover, the regulator clearly rejects accountability as its prime concern:163
We are not enforcement-led; the emphasis is on education, deterrence and providing a
proportionate and appropriate response for all market participants. Investigations should not
be seen as adversarial but as a means by which the Exchange and nomads can work together
to ensure a good standard of practice by AIM companies and their nomads.

In response to RAID, the Exchange advocates that its range of private as well as public sanctions
‘enables us to take appropriate action in each case and, importantly, not merely for the purposes
of enforcement…’ The Exchange’s approach, by minimising the number of cases that end in
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public enforcement, sends out the message ‘business as usual’. This ’in-house’ process
undoubtedly has the effect of modulating the repercussions of disciplinary action on the market.
On the other hand, the Exchange has also sought to gain wider credibility for the AIM regulatory
regime, which appears to open the regulatory system to external influence:164
AIM Regulation investigates all alleged breaches of the rules... brought to our attention from a
variety of sources, including complaints from the public, notifications from other regulators as
well as by nomads themselves...

AIM Regulation has thus given standing to third parties.165 Typically, most complaint processes,
having recognised complainants, would then ensure their continued engagement with the
process, keeping them updated on progress and ultimately informing them of the outcome. This
is the procedure, for example, in the case of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises.
By contrast, AIM Regulation has no published guidelines on how the information it receives from
the complainant is dealt with. Having invited complaints, AIM denies the complainant any
further role in the process and provides no information on how the complaint is being handled or
on the outcome. RAID has sought clarification on how its submission is being dealt with and the
Exchange has made its position clear:166
we are unable to comment on how our investigations are progressing or on the conclusions we
reach unless and until such time as any public disciplinary sanction is imposed. This is
because our duty of confidentiality precludes us from doing so. This is to ensure... that we do
not prejudice the outcome of any potential investigation.

Other bodies responsible for the hearing of complaints have, of course, also sought to balance the
interests of all parties whilst maintaining appropriate confidentiality measures. However, this
has generally been achieved without recourse to excluding one party.
In refusing to inform RAID about how it is dealing with the complaint, AIM regulation notes ‘we
are unable to favour one market participant or stakeholder over another’.167 By contrast, AIM
regulation has stated elsewhere: ‘An open and transparent dialogue between AIM Regulation and
the nomad/AIM company during the investigation process should make the process as effective
and efficient as possible.’168Moreover, in those rare cases where the Exchange intends
enforcement action, ‘we would usually seek to give the nomad or company a reasonable
opportunity to comment on the case and our proposed sanction. We will of course take into
account matters that they raise with us.’169
Enforcement and market logic

The Exchange’s reticence to disclose and discipline is not necessarily unforeseeable: in certain
circumstances, it is the inevitable outcome of a system that prioritises orderly operation of the
market over the exposure of misconduct. Disciplinary action is, by dint of the time taken for
investigations and for the process to play out, retrospective in nature, by which time many
impacts of misconduct upon shareholder interests will have been overtaken by events. What
benefit to the market going forward therefore arises out of exposing such misconduct? If too
many serious rule breaches are brought to light, then market reputation is damaged as
misconduct is seen as rife. Disciplining a nominated adviser for multiple breaches across several
clients may undermine confidence in companies currently advised by the same nomad.
One lesson drawn from the Seymour Pierce disciplinary action is that the ‘illustrative’ cases
chosen by the Exchange to demonstrate rule breaches concern client companies with little or no
market legacy. In ‘Case 1’, the company concerned went into administration and ceased trading
on AIM many months before the public censure of Seymour Pierce. In ‘Case 2’ – examined
further below – the company was never admitted to trading.
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Of course, a total absence of disciplinary action would give the impression of an unpoliced
market, so the happy medium is to operate a system which makes an example of a few cases.
Such a system has little to do with accountability or a thorough exposure of wrong-doing.

Capturing misconduct: the AIM rules and failures
of formulation
Consideration is given to two aspects of regulation: the first concern has been with
implementation of the AIM rules; the second concern, dealt with in this section, is with the
content or formulation of the rules, considering their adequacy in capturing perceived corporate
misconduct. Are due diligence and disclosure measures sufficiently developed in the AIM rules as
they stand? Does their scope – designed to protect the market and shareholder interests –
nevertheless extend, however unintentionally, to protecting the interests of other stakeholders,
including their human rights?
The Special Representative on Business and Human Rights’ corporate law project sought to
identify whether and how corporate and securities law in over 40 jurisdictions currently
encourages companies to respect human rights.170 It is envisaged under the corporate law project
that human rights and market regulation do intersect in that market value can be damaged by
failures to respect human rights. However, the corollary of this formulation is that when market
value is unaffected by violations – particularly those impacts on social and economic rights that
slip under the radar – then human rights fail even to register or figure when determining
compliance with market rules. The contrasting treatment under the AIM regulatory regime of
CAMEC and Oryx Diamonds will help illustrate this point.
The AIM rules have been formulated both to maintain AIM’s lighter regulatory touch and to draw
a clear distinction between rules applicable at admission – requiring that certain threshold
standards are met and which, in most circumstances, are not re-applied – and a more limited set
of ongoing rules governing companies once they are trading. A contrast exists between the
potential to block companies with tainted assets under the admission rules – as happened in the
case of Oryx Diamonds (below, p. 33) – and support under ongoing rules for existing AIM-traded
companies, such as CAMEC, that may later acquire assets of parallel provenance. This leads to an
inconsistent and ultimately untenable situation where it is purely the timing of the acquisition of
assets – pre- or post-admission – and not their inherent suitability or provenance that
determines the degree of scrutiny and access to the market thereafter.
Other factors are at play: the question of whether this differing treatment is by accident or
design; the fact that exclusions at admission are deliberately opaque; and, finally, the counterfactual as to whether due diligence, as devised under the admission rules, would have captured
the kind of misconduct of concern to the UN expert panels: in other words, if CAMEC had not
already been trading on AIM, would the admission rules have drawn attention to questions of
provenance, reputation, and managerial conduct in CAMEC’s DRC assets acquired from
Rautenbach? The decision of the UK authorities to place AIM outside of the reach of the full EU
Prospective Directive, designed to harmonise market standards across Europe, is a factor in this
consideration.

Market regulation and its intersection with human rights
Another way of viewing the different treatment of Oryx Diamonds and CAMEC is to consider
both cases in the wider context of business and human rights. The recently agreed UN Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights countenance an intersection between corporate law –
of which stock market regulation is a subset – and human rights.
The third Guiding Principle (GP3) under the State duty to protect human rights states:
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3. In meeting their duty to protect, States should:
(b) Ensure that other laws and policies governing the creation and ongoing operation of
business enterprises, such as corporate law, do not constrain but enable business respect
for human rights

This statement encapsulates that the State has a binding duty to protect human rights and that,
in ensuring this, it must override the ambivalence of corporate law, i.e., its capacity to constrain
or enable respect for human rights. Minimally, GP3 holds forth the prospect that corporate law
ought to enable respect for human rights.
The research commissioned by the Special Representative – whilst cautioning that the
implications for human rights of corporate and securities law remain poorly understood –
nevertheless finds a common ground:171 ‘The jurisdiction-specific surveys indicated that
corporate and securities law around the world does intersect with human rights. Simply put,
where the impact on human rights may harm a company’s short- or long-term interests if it is not
adequately identified, managed and reported, companies and their directors and officers may risk
non-compliance with a variety of rules promoting corporate governance, risk management and
market safeguards.’

A tales of two cities: prohibition, permission and the laundering of
Congolese wartime assets
The thesis arising from the corporate law project – that human rights impacts may harm
business interests and may thereby risk non-compliance with market safeguards – may be tested
in relation to the UN Panel reports highlighting the link between resource exploitation, human
rights abuse and corporate conduct in the DRC. One would have expected the reports’ findings to
have brought about one of those moments when ‘corporate and securities law around the world
does intersect with human rights.’ Both Oryx’s and CAMEC’s DRC concessions were all originally
acquired by entities associated with the Zimbabwean regime in return for the kind of military
assistance to the DRC government condemned by the UN Panel (Box 10).
Parallels in the provenance of Oryx diamond and CAMEC copper/cobalt assets

Box 10

In transactions closely paralleling the exploitation of the diamond concessions through
Oryx, the predecessor copper and cobalt companies acquired by CAMEC had also been
established to partner the same Congolese and Zimbabwean military companies.
The Likasi and Mukondo concessions were first transferred from the Congolese State
mining company to Rautenbach’s Ridgepoint (via the Central Mining Group Corp. (CMGC)
joint venture), then to Bredenkamp’s Konkola Mining Company, before being returned to a
Rautenbach company, Boss Mining (after settlement following, but outside of, an
arbitration claim made by Rautenbach). Whilst both CMGC and its successor KMC were
ostensibly established as joint ventures between Gécamines (retaining a 20% holding) and
private partners, respectively Ridgepoint and Tremalt, underlying agreements with the DRC
and Zimbabwe regimes were in place: ‘...Ridgepoint received 37.5% of Gécamines, whilst
the DRC Government retained 62.5%, with the profits to be split accordingly. However, of
the DRC’s 62.5% share they had to pay 30% to finance Zimbabwe’s war effort.’ The UN
Panel reported: ‘...the Panel has obtained a copy of the confidential profit-sharing
agreement, under which Tremalt retains 32 percent of net profits, and undertakes to pay
34 percent of net profits to the Democratic Republic of the Congo and 34 percent to
Zimbabwe.’ In awarding the concessions back to Rautenbach in 2004, it was presumably
as important, if not more important, to renegotiate the underlying agreements, which
governed the real distribution of profits.
The UN Panel identifies the same Congo-Zimbabwe agreement underlying Oryx’s diamond
concessions (COSLEG), whereby the Zimbabwean military company OSLEG joined forces
with its Congolese counterpart: ‘While President Kabila provided the concessions, the
Zimbabweans supplied the muscle to secure the commercial activities. Third party
investors have been brought in to furnish needed capital and expertise. Attracting the third
party has not been a difficult task, since Zimbabwe’s added leverage on the Democratic
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Republic of the Congo has allowed it to obtain very favourable terms for its deals.... This
pattern now characterizes all of the Zimbabwean exploitation activities, whether with
MIBA, Gécamines....’
Both COMIEX and COSLEG were understood by the UN Panel to have been dissolved in late
2002. ‘However, the main private commercial partners that represented the interests of a
small group of Zimbabwean military entrepreneurs remain active in the original joint
ventures. Revenues from them are now primarily routed through private corporate entities
located offshore, with smaller percentages of the benefits flowing to DRC State
enterprises.’
Questions remain as to whether any underlying agreement in respect of the Boss Mining
joint venture existed after the settlement of Rautenbach’s claim; the terms of any such
agreement; and, if the pre-existing underlying agreements had ended, the terms on which
these agreements had been settled.

A fleeting coincidence: human rights, AIM and the prohibition of Oryx Diamonds

In June 2000, Oryx Natural Resources Ltd. sought AIM admission for a new entity, Oryx
Diamonds Ltd.172 Oryx held two of the DRC’s richest state-owned diamond concessions,
transferred to the Zimbabwean Defence Force (ZDF) as a barter payment for military
assistance.173
Access to the London market to raise capital was to have been achieved by a £50 million reverse
takeover of Oryx Natural Resources by Petra Diamonds, a company already traded on AIM. It
was because the transaction constituted a reverse takeover that a full new admission for Oryx
Diamonds was required.
The admission of the new company was, however, effectively ended by the withdrawal of Oryx’s
nomad, reportedly under pressure from the UK government.174
In late 2002, the UN Panel examining the illegal exploitation of the DRC’s natural resources
listed Oryx as a company on which it recommended the placing of financial restrictions: ‘By
contributing to the revenues of the elite networks, directly or indirectly, those companies and
individuals [listed in Annexes I and II of the UN Panel’s report] contribute to the ongoing conflict
and to human rights abuses.’175
In 2003, Oryx Natural Resources and two co-claimants sued The Independent newspaper and
two journalists for libel in the British High Court of Justice. An out-of-court settlement was
reached at the end of March 2004.176 In the libel case, the barrister defending the newspaper told
the court that the regulatory authorities warned of the ’utter unacceptability of a London listing
for a company involved with the Zimbabwean military in the exploitation of diamonds in a
conflict zone’.177 Oryx publicly cited on its website newspaper sources blaming the withdrawal on
UK Government interference.178
Initially, protecting human rights and ensuring the good reputation of the market appeared to
have intersected; yet, the two sets of aims were soon to diverge.
When human rights and market regulation cease to intersect: AIM-traded CAMEC,
provenance and the laundering of its Congolese assets

It was some six years after the UN Panel had begun its examination of illegal resource
exploitation in the DRC and Oryx had failed to achieve admission to trade on AIM (both in the
year 2000) that another UN body, this time the Group of Experts on the DRC monitoring the
arms embargo and sanctions, reported ‘the consequences of insufficient due diligence
procedures’ in referring to CAMEC’s Congolese concessions (see above, p. 1). The criticism by the
Experts has resonance beyond the DRC’s over-burdened Mining Cadastre, and could
simultaneously be read as an indictment of the AIM regulatory regime which had allowed
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CAMEC to trade and flourish. Any intersection between the stock market and concern over the
human rights implications of owning DRC mining assets had split apart.
CAMEC had succeeded in bringing its Congolese assets to market where Oryx had failed. In other
terms, whereas the market and international opinion had been in step on the unacceptability of
Oryx gaining legitimacy for its assets on a credible stock market, in the case of CAMEC they were
now out of step as the AIM-traded company prospered on the back of its acquisition of
Rautenbach’s businesses in the DRC.
The way in which this inconsistent and – from a human rights perspective – unjustified
treatment of two companies with equally tainted assets arose is bound up, at least in part, in
differences in the due diligence required between the admission and ongoing rules.

The rule deficit: due diligence at admission versus ongoing regulation
Accounting for the exclusion of Oryx whilst CAMEC was allowed to prosper

CAMEC was admitted to AIM in October 2002.179 At the time of admission, the company had not
purchased its controversial DRC assets: its principal project activity centred upon the mining and
processing of tantalum, principally in Namibia.180 Nor had CAMEC at that time acquired
platinum assets in partnership with the Zimbabwean state-owned mining company (later to be
listed under US sanctions).
CAMEC’s Congolese assets escaped scrutiny because due diligence measures applied at
admission are not repeated once a company has joined AIM. One consequence of this –
analogous to the idea of a ‘cash shell’ (a company, already admitted to an exchange, with cash
assets waiting to buy a business) – is that it is better to secure admission before acquiring
controversial companies or assets. Moreover, it appears that in CAMEC’s case questions remain
(Box 7) over the basis upon which the class tests – used to determine the requirement for further
disclosure – were carried out.
Put succinctly, while the contrast between Oryx’s prohibition at admission and CAMEC’s
enjoyment of the advantages conferred by AIM can be explained by the relative absence of due
diligence under ongoing rules, it is difficult to justify how assets with the essentially the same
tainted provenance can be deemed acceptable or unacceptable on the basis of when they were
acquired.
Due diligence at admission

All applicants to AIM – and this would have included Oryx – are required to provide preadmission information, much of a basic factual nature.181 Three provisions in the pre-admission
information are potentially useful when it comes to due diligence on individuals associated with
the applicant. The first requires the full names and functions of its directors and proposed
directors;182 the second requires the full name and percentage holding of any significant
shareholder before and after admission;183 and the third requires the names of any persons who
have received or who are contracted to receive fees, securities or benefits from the applicant.184
Moreover, non-quoted applicants (those not already listed on certain designated exchanges
elsewhere) are required to submit an admission document,185 although the content of this is
diluted down from the fuller-bodied EU Prospectus Directive. Again, certain information which is
required under AIM admission rules has a direct bearing on due diligence, including information
on: the probity and reputation of directors; major shareholders; risk factors; material contracts;
and other company holdings.
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The opaque basis upon which Oryx’s admission was blocked

It cannot be said with any certainty that these admission and pre-admission disclosures lay
behind Oryx’s failed listing: the admission failed on the basis that AIM rules require the
appointment and retention of a nominated adviser. The withdrawal of Oryx’s adviser therefore
ended the company’s ambitions to join AIM, and it can only be assumed that pressure upon the
nomad to withdraw left Oryx a poisoned chalice that no other nomad would touch.
The lack of transparency in the way in which Oryx was blocked was presumably calculated to
make it difficult to ascertain precisely when and by how much matters of reputation, integrity
and probity can be overlooked before the Exchange intervenes behind the scenes. The recent
disciplinary action against CAMEC’s nomad, Seymour Pierce, in the blocked admission of an
unnamed company (‘Case 2’) sheds further light on how the Exchange’s opaque policing of
reputational issues operates behind or in advance of the formal application of the rules.
‘Case 2’ and a rare glimpse behind the veil

In ‘Case 2’, where Seymour Pierce breached nomad rules on pre-admission due diligence in
relation to the applicant company and to the reputation and integrity of a key founding and
continuing shareholder and director, the Exchange reveals that it:186
gave serious consideration to exercising its powers under AIM Rule 9 to refuse the New
Applicant’s admission to AIM. The exercise of this power is extremely rare and consideration
of its use only arises in circumstances where an applicant’s admission, in the view of the
Exchange, is likely to affect the orderly operation or integrity and reputation of AIM. In the
event, Seymour Pierce did not proceed with the New Applicant’s Schedule One submission.

It cannot be stated with complete certainty that the Exchange informed Oryx’s nomad that it was
considering using Rule 9. What is revealed in Case 2, however, is that Seymour Pierce persisted
in supporting the admission despite two interventions by the Exchange requiring further
investigation of the key director and despite a series of three due diligence reports, the last
drawing on intelligence sources, that continued to raise serious concerns.
The impetus for bringing clients to market: nomad fees for advice on admission versus
ongoing fees

In the absence of a public explanation, it cannot be known why Seymour Pierce persisted to push
for the admission of the company in question. However, in general terms, it should be noted that
the fee structure is front-loaded in respect of the earnings for nomads (who also often act as a
company’s broker) when successfully bringing a company to market as compared to ongoing
fees:187
The typical cost for appointing a nomad to advise on admission to AIM is... between 3 and 5
percent of the value of the issue, depending on the nature of the obligations assumed by the
NOMAD.... Additionally a corporate finance fee is generally charged. This may be in the
region of £75,000 to £300,000. Approximately £25,000 to £35,000 is charged on an annual
basis for a NOMAD’s continued services. [Based on 45 AIM admissions since 2004]

Updated figures for 2010 show the same range of corporate finance fees, but increased annual
fees for nomad services of £40,000 to £100,000.188
However, particularly in the case where the same firm acts as nomad and broker, the weighting of
admission versus ongoing fees may encourage nomads to push for admission. The imbalance
may also give relatively less incentive for advising existing clients under ongoing rules as opposed
to seeking out potential new client companies.
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The fee structure may also discourage clients from switching nomads, even if they have concerns
about the advice they are being given, because AIM rules require that a change of nomad trigger
further due diligence, which, although typically less extensive than at admission, will incur
attendant costs.
Furthermore, companies only have 30 days to appoint a new nomad or else their listing is
cancelled. Commentators have described the nomad system as a ‘closed shop’; given the barriers
presented in changing nomads, the advice is to ‘think carefully’ before appointing one in the first
place.189 However, it is not difficult to perceive the dilemma that this intransigent system
presents to a company when its nomad is publicly censured, even if this is in respect of another
client; it may also explain the Exchange’s reluctance to publicly discipline nomads, given the
repercussions for other clients trapped in an inflexible system of the Exchange’s own devising.
Seymour Pierce, at the time AD11 was issued, was AIM’s biggest nomad in terms of the number of
client companies (totalling 74).190 As of the end of May 2012, AIM records Seymour Pierce as
advising 66 companies.191
The counter-factual: what if CAMEC had acquired its Congolese assets prior to
admission?

Even in the absence of full disclosure by the Exchange, it is difficult to comprehend how the
reputational issues surrounding Oryx and the Case 2 company could have been any graver than
the concerns surrounding Rautenbach and the companies he controlled.
When CAMEC purchased Boss Mining and IMF Ltd from Rautenbach in 2006, he was already a
notorious figure facing a South African arrest warrant on charges of fraud, theft and corruption;
identified in a database consulted by financial institutions as a ‘Politically Exposed Person’ (PEP),
representing a high risk under regulations to combat money laundering;192 and named, alongside
the companies he controlled, by the UN Panel examining the illegal exploitation of natural
resources in DRC, which alleged secret profit sharing with the Zimbabwean regime.193 Later, of
course, he and his companies were placed on US and EU sanctions lists and in September 2009,
following a plea bargain agreement, he was duly convicted in South Africa on 326 counts of fraud
as a representative of his company, SA Botswana Hauliers Ltd.194 The following month saw
commencement of the high-profile trial, on counts of corruption and defeating the ends of
justice, of Jacob Selebi, suspended National Commissioner of the South African Police Service
and former head of Interpol.195 Rautenbach had been named in the Selebi charge sheet: he was
alleged to have made payments to Selebi to have the arrest warrant against him cancelled.196
Following the plea bargain agreement, Rautenbach appeared as a key prosecution witness in
Selebi’s trial.
Under AIM’s ‘exchange-regulated’ status, the requirement to provide certain directive-compliant
information – the background of key managers, conflicts of interest, the unqualified scrutiny of
major shareholders, the display of key documents – has been discarded or diluted and thereby
weakens due diligence. Had Boss Mining and other companies been part of CAMEC at the time of
its admission, these omissions increase the likelihood that the extent of Rautenbach’s
involvement in the company would not have been revealed.
The probity and reputation of managers and directors
The AIM company rules limit disclosure to the names of directors and the companies in which
they have been (over the previous five years) or remain partners or directors.197 Rautenbach has
never been a director in CAMEC. There is a ‘carve-out’ (exemption) under AIM admissions rules
that removes senior managers from scrutiny. The fact that Rautenbach was and remained a key
manger and influential figure in the companies acquired by CAMEC would not therefore have
triggered due diligence under AIM admission rules. By way of contrast, the regulations
implementing the Prospectus Directive require an applicant to provide the names and functions
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– including their principal activities outside of the company – of inter alia, key senior
managers;198 to list the companies in which such persons have previously been a member of the
administrative, management or supervisory bodies; and to provide details of their
remuneration.199 AIM rules require none of these. Under the AIM admission rules, information
on unspent convictions (although these cover all indictable offences, not just fraud),
bankruptcies, liquidations, receiverships and public criticism/sanction by regulatory or statutory
bodies (including disqualification from acting as a director) is again sought only in relation to
directors or proposed directors and not senior managers (unlike the best practice in
implementing the Prospectus Directive, which extends disclosure to the latter).200
Nomad Rules and the investigation of managers
There appears to be some ambiguity between the AIM rules for companies and the rules for
nomads on the question of the background of managers. Whilst, as noted, the company rules
waive requirements for information on managers, the nomad rules suggest that investigations
can be extended to such personnel (Box 11). More clarity is needed on whether the investigation
of key managers is limited to those named in the admission document: if so, given that under the
AIM rules a company need not name managers, an applicant may omit reference to controversial
figures and thereby avoid the nomad check of their records. The non-mandatory nature of due
diligence in respect of key mangers raises the distinct possibility that Rautenbach’s role in
CAMEC’s subsidiary companies may have remained unexamined.

Box 11

Due diligence under the Nomad Rules

As part of its responsibility for assessing the appropriateness of an applicant, the nomad
should ‘investigate and consider the suitability of each director and proposed director’.201
Official advice suggests that the nomad should:202


issue and review directors’ questionnaires, review directors’ CVs and test information



test the information revealed by directors’ questionnaires and CVs, where appropriate,
obtaining third party checks (includes ‘appropriate investigations’ for non UK-based
directors)



extend these investigations and considerations as appropriate to key managers and
consultants who are discussed in the admission document



analyse any issues arising from these investigations, in particular as to how they could
affect the applicant’s appropriateness to be admitted to AIM and be publicly traded



consider each director’s suitability and experience



consider, with the directors of an applicant, the adoption of appropriate corporate
governance measures.

Control over a company and substantial shareholders
The AIM rules require that an applicant state whether it is ‘directly or indirectly owned or
controlled and by whom and describe the nature of such control and describe the measures in
place to ensure that such control is not abused’.203 This is a potentially powerful measure to
discover whether individuals or entities are seeking to use an AIM listed company as a vehicle to
gain respectability while they covertly continue to exert control over the business. Again, it is
recognised that providing such information on underlying ownership control depends upon the
extent to which it is known by the applicant. However, official advice expects the nomad to
consider extending the kind of investigations of directors that it undertakes – through
questionnaires, review of CVs and the testing of information (including third party checks at
home and overseas) – to ‘substantial shareholders at admission as appropriate, especially where
there is uncertainty as to their identity or where they are not established institutions, in
particular to enquire about the existence of persons exerting control over the applicant’.204
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A substantial shareholder under the AIM rules is defined as ‘any person who holds any legal or
beneficial interest directly or indirectly in 10% or more of any class of AIM security (excluding
treasury shares) or 10% or more of the voting rights (excluding treasury shares) of an AIM
company including for the purpose of rule 13 such holding in any subsidiary, sister or parent
undertaking…’. Had CAMEC concluded the IMF/Boss Mining acquisition prior to admission, it
would appear that Rautenbach or Rautenbach-controlled entities (i.e. IMF Ltd.) would have
constituted not only significant but substantial shareholders (see above, p. 13). However, whether
or not a nomad would have viewed Rautenbach’s influence as a controlling one – to the extent
that due diligence on Rautenbach would have been triggered – is a moot point. It should be
recalled that Seymour Pierce has recently ‘breached Nomad Rules 14, 16 and 18 (AR2 of Schedule
Three in particular), as it did not adequately assess the appropriateness of the New Applicant and
its securities for AIM, including an investigation and consideration of the suitability of each
director, with due skill and care’. This rule breach occurred in a context where investigations of
directors are meant to be mandatory, whilst checks on substantial shareholders are advisory.
Conflicts of interest and other arrangements
Had CAMEC owned Boss Mining at admission, with Rautenbach in place as manager (as
happened post-acquisition), the irregular management practices highlighted by auditors in
Rautenbach entities, including Sabot and Boss Mining, to cover the latter’s relationship with its
CCC filial, would not necessarily have been captured by AIM admission rules. There is a carve-out
from the section of the regulations implementing the Prospectus Directive covering
administrative, management and supervisory bodies and senior management. Therefore, no
information is explicitly sought under the AIM rules on potential conflicts of interests between
any duties of such persons to the issuer on the one hand and their private interests and/or other
duties on the other; the nature of any family relationship between any of these persons; or details
of any arrangement or understanding with major shareholders, customers, suppliers or others,
after which an individual was selected for their post.205 AIM rules only require that directors and
members of a director’s family reveal details of related financial products whose value in whole or
in part is determined directly or indirectly by reference to the price of AIM securities.206 As in the
pre-admission information, applicants are required to provide the names of any persons who
have received or who are contracted to receive fees, securities or benefits from the applicant.207

The placing of a market value on human rights
Market repercussions and the existence of human rights

Excluding Oryx and its Congolese concessions from AIM, at a time when the international
spotlight was on human rights and corporate conduct in the DRC, protected AIM’s reputation
without having a market impact; whereas subjecting parallel acquisitions by CAMEC, already
trading on AIM, to similar scrutiny would have been fraught with market repercussions. The
focus of international attention has now shifted to other conflicts and regions, yet legacy issues
still abound, even as the same assets are now owned by Main Market-listed ENRC.
The fact that underlying human rights standards – as formulated in the International Bill of
Rights and other instruments – have remained unchanged between Oryx’s blocked admission
and CAMEC’s unhindered period of trading on AIM, points to factors on the regulatory side that
have diminished respect for human rights. Another way of putting this is to suggest that
consistency of respect for human rights, in the context of AIM regulation, is defined not in
relation to largely immutable human rights standards but in relation to prevailing market logic.
Whether human rights are recognised or dissolved depends not upon their intrinsic definition in
human rights instruments, but upon whether their violation impacts upon market value. This is
unsurprising, as securities law and stock market regulations are designed to protect shareholder
interests and an orderly market in shares. If human rights violations do not impact upon market
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value and share price, then they are of little or no concern to the regulator and there is no
common ground between human rights and corporate law.
The formulation and the implementation of AIM rules combine to modulate market impact: an
inertia attaches itself to a company that has already been brought to market, and due diligence
becomes ossified, even when the company’s asset-base or control alters to encompass resources
or relationships derived from conflict or exploitation. The regulations are formulated so that due
diligence exercised at the admission stage, once self-certified and approved by the nomad, is
seldom repeated. Whilst excluding certain dubious companies at the outset is pre-emptive,
nipping the disreputable in the bud, once a company is admitted and trading on a market,
exposing such legacies can only endanger an orderly market in a company’s shares.
It is perhaps not surprising, then, that alongside the gaps and silences on due diligence in the
ongoing rules, those areas of potential non-compliance that are captured – for example, on pricesensitive information, information of import, market reputation – are not necessarily rigorously
implemented or enforced, at least not in a sufficiently transparent and accountable manner to
satisfy the wider public interest. Moreover, there have been instances when nomads have failed
to apply class tests to transactions that would otherwise have triggered disclosure or a new
admission document with its attendant due diligence requirements.
If implementation leaves unanswered questions vis-à-vis compliance with AIM rules designed to
protect shareholder interests – indeed, if implementation is ‘not enforcement-led’ and
confidentiality and non-disclosure are viewed as protecting the market – then what hope is there
for the use of corporate regulation as a mechanism for respecting human rights? The CAMEC
case must call into question certain aspirational aspects of the UN Guiding Principles
underpinned by the corporate law project, or at least expose the gulf that exists between the
regulation of securities and human rights. To paraphrase and reverse the original formulation
used in the corporate law project (postulating a common ground between human rights impacts
and company regulation (see above, p. 32)): simply stated, where the impact on human rights
does not harm a company’s short- or long-term interests, it is not perceived at all and goes
unreported as companies and their directors and officers face little or no risk of non-compliance.
Reputation and ruling elites: influence as a market asset

The accepted notion, expressed within the corporate law project, is not only that reputation is
tied to risk, but also that ill-repute equates to heightened risk. In fact, a corollary exists whereby
institutional investors come to regard the reputation of influential controlling individuals within
a company, who operate with impunity in conjunction with ruling elites, as an asset to be valued.
Alliances that are condemned in other contexts are perceived as a virtue to the market. Such
individuals can secure valuable assets for a mining company and hedge against contract
renegotiation or even expropriation. What incentive is there for a regulator to expose such
relationships when they support market value?
Three examples of comments by analysts relating to certain of CAMEC’s DRC transactions are
reproduced here.
Ernst & Young, in a quarterly appraisal of their index of the top twenty mining companies on AIM

by market value, stated in respect of CAMEC’s announced joint venture with Prairie
International:208
The venture is significant for CAMEC, not least because it signals an end to the widelyreported differences of opinion between CAMEC and Prairie’s major shareholder, Dan
Gertler, that have resulted in the curtailment of cobalt output from the Luita processing
facility…. Gertler’s influence in the region may provide CAMEC with some much needed
diversification away from the threat of licence disputes.

Credit Suisse, in equity research on CAMEC published in March 2008, states:209
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By joining forces with Dan Gertler, the group now have a strong political voice in DR Congo
and all licence issues have now been fully ratified by the DR Congo Government and
Gécamines. We welcome the new partnership and think it is a win/win for Camec
shareholders.

In its circular to shareholders, issued in May 2008 when CAMEC was seeking shareholder
approval for its proposed acquisition of shares in DRC Resources Holdings Limited, the company
states:210
In particular, the Acquisition will strengthen CAMEC’s relationship with Dan Gertler and will
enable CAMEC and its Shareholders to benefit from Mr Gertler’s many years of experience of
investing in the DRC.
…
Mr Gertler has built significant business interests in the DRC. Mr Gertler was named
honorary consul of the DRC in Israel in April 2003.

Neither CAMEC, nor Ernst and Young, nor Credit Suisse makes reference to allegations
concerning Gertler of ‘improper dealings with the Government of the DRC’, referred to in the
admission document for Nikanor, another formerly AIM-traded company in which Gertler was a
founding shareholder; or to allegations made by the UN Panel that Gertler exchanged conflict
diamonds for money, weapons and military training.

The Financial Services Bill: the wider context for the regulation of AIM
The Financial Services Bill that is currently under consideration by the UK parliament will
reform, inter alia, the Financial Services and Markets Act (FSMA).211 Under the Bill, the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) will be responsible for protecting investors, regulating
markets and supervising more than 25,000 brokers, investment managers and independent
advisers.
The way the Exchange has sought to water-down tougher regulation proposed in the Financial
Services Bill, even in relation to the Main Market, betrays a culture interested in prioritising
safeguards for companies and advisers over bringing wrongdoers to account.212 This stance bodes
even less well for AIM as the Exchange’s ‘deregulated’ junior market.
The Exchange successfully pushed for the dropping of proposals whereby the FCA’s power to
require a skilled person report – studies that look further into matters of concern – would be
extended beyond regulated finance firms to include the issuers of listed securities (i.e. listed
companies);213 it opposed the FCA’s new power on the early disclosure of warning notices,
arguing that such a move ‘could cause significant market uncertainty, threaten market stability,
and the reputation and viability of issuers and investment firms concerned’;214 and has sought to
resist measures directed at Recognised Investment Exchanges (RIEs – including the London
Stock Exchange) simplifying the way the FCA can give directions to the RIEs, impose financial
penalties and publicly censure them, and make the RIEs subject to skilled person reports.215
AIM, for the most part, does not fall directly under the FSMA; the Exchange draws up the rules
for AIM and is responsible for the market’s regulation. However, the Exchange, as an RIE, is
itself regulated under the Act by the Financial Services Authority (to be replaced by the FCA).
Unless the Exchange can demonstrate that it can reform the functioning of AIM, to move away
from a regulatory regime and culture where conflict-derived assets can be laundered with
impunity, then the FCA must use new powers to regulate the regulator.
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PART (III) – RAID’S SUBMISSION ON
CAMEC: OBSERVATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE
REGULATION OF AIM

Concluding observations
On the regulation of AIM
The sequence of critique is clear.
 AIM rules reduce scrutiny after admission, yet the admission rules themselves also fail on
aspects of due diligence and, as formulated, would not necessarily have captured reputational
issues and misconduct centred on Rautenbach
 certain aspects of CAMEC’s and its nomad’s conduct are captured by existing ongoing rules,
but unanswered questions remain over their implementation at the time. This leaves open
the question as to whether AIM regulation intends to take disciplinary action – contingent, of
course, on any determination of non-compliance – in respect of any matters documented in
RAID’s CAMEC submission.
As noted, the AIM admission rules, including those on due diligence, did not apply to CAMEC’s
acquisitions because of the company’s existing AIM-traded status. Yet RAID’s submission
demonstrates that many ongoing rules do appear to be engaged by CAMEC’s transactions and
subsequent conduct. In the absence of public consideration by AIM regulation, there remain
unanswered questions over the implementation of these rules. Arguing that the regulator’s hands
were tied in the case of CAMEC because of its trading status highlights the inadequacy of due
diligence under the ongoing rules. On the other hand, defending the ongoing rules as sufficiently
robust must lead to the criticism that they have, to date, been inadequately enforced in that key
questions on compliance remain unanswered.
Ongoing due diligence is minimised, both in terms of its formulation and implementation,
because, once a company is admitted to market, the driving logic of maintaining an orderly
market in its shares is to modulate reputational risks. However, the minimal approach to ongoing
due diligence is not unproblematic because protecting the wider reputation of the market and
protecting the shareholder interests of a particular company do not always coincide.
Having survived the associated risks – including licence withdrawal – CAMEC and its major
shareholders have undoubtedly reaped benefits and rewards in bringing former Rautenbachowned and controlled concessions of dubious provenance to the London market. However, AIM
itself has undoubtedly suffered damage to its reputation because of concerns over insufficient due
diligence, and is yet to deal publicly with questions of compliance.
Moreover, the glaring inconsistency whereby conflict-derived assets are at one time blocked from
admission to AIM, when assets with a parallel provenance later benefit from an existing
company’s trading status, surely requires justification. It is relatively easy to nip companies of ill
repute in the bud at admission and prevent them from trading as there are no market
repercussions (notwithstanding the question as to whether the door is shut only when admission
happens to coincide with misconduct falling under the spotlight of public opinion). Yet lending
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market status to concessions once at the heart of a resource war condemned as illicit by
successive UN bodies can be construed as condoning asset laundering.
In general, if blame for non-compliance is laid at the door of the nomad as gatekeeper, the
question arises as to how much faith ought to be placed in commercial hands with vested
interests in earning fees, the bulk of which are front-loaded at the time of admission. The
recourse left to AIM Regulation is disciplinary action, having transferred immediate, day-to-day
matters of compliance into the hands of the nomads.
Disciplinary action is mainly retrospective, generally kicking in long after a specific instance of
non-compliance has passed. Moreover, there must be a threshold above which any findings of
serious and repeated non-compliance bring the whole nomad-led regulatory system into
question. The stakes may be too high for further and repeated public censure of nomads.
In the CAMEC case, the question arises as to why the consent order agreed with Seymour Pierce
in AD11 puts in place arrangements that have no precedent in other disciplinary actions: on
future-focused non-compliance, a suspended fine and censure based on ‘illustrative’ cases. This
question of unusual treatment is a particularly pertinent one, given that AD11, with its futureorientated focus, was published at a time when RAID’s submission on CAMEC had already been
filed and must, surely, have been under active consideration by the Exchange as it agreed the
consent order.
In cases where there is considerable controversy or a public interest, RAID would resist any
notion – as recently opined by the Exchange – that disciplinary action is not ‘enforcement-led’.
Without enforcement there is no accountability and little incentive to others to stamp out
malpractice and non-compliance.

On the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, corporate law
and human rights
The Guiding Principles, under the State duty to protect human rights, stipulate that ‘other laws
and policies governing the creation and ongoing operation of business enterprises, such as
corporate law, do not constrain but enable business respect for human rights’. This principle is
informed by the Special Representative’s corporate law project. The project identifies the
intersection of corporate law and human rights whereby the failure to respect human rights
affects a company’s market value or damages its interests, thereby risking non-compliance with
regulatory measures on matters such as due diligence, corporate governance and the disclosure
of risk.
Whilst this formulation correctly identifies the link between market value and human rights, it
fails to express the all-too-prevalent flip-side: that market impetus is dominant and when a
company’s value or share price is unaffected, even where underlying human rights issues exist,
then human rights fail to register in a regulatory regime concerned with orderly markets.
Current market regulations often neither constrain nor enable respect for human rights; rather,
human rights must first impact upon the market before the regulations are called into play. This
can lead to an anomalous situation whereby relationships between ruling elites and corporate
figures/entities in zones of conflict, post-conflict and weak governance – relationships
condemned by UN bodies concerned with combating exploitation and sanctions violations and
with protecting human rights – are the same relationships welcomed by industry analysts,
because they provide political capital and risk insurance, thereby enhancing market value.
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Recommended action
 Compliance with the AIM rules
RAID calls on:
1.

The London Stock Exchange to determine compliance or non-compliance with the
AIM rules engaged vis-à-vis the unanswered questions concerning the conduct of
CAMEC and Seymour Pierce in the RAID submission on CAMEC of May 2011.

2.

The Exchange to offer re-assurance that public censure and, if appropriate, the
imposition of fines cannot be precluded should any breaches be found in the CAMEC
case; and, given the public interest, to communicate the outcome of any
investigation and any determination of compliance or non-compliance.

3.

AIM Regulation to clarify the nature and timing of the consent order between the
Exchange and Seymour Pierce concerning future-focused arrangements and
illustrative cases under AD11, in light of the fact that the Exchange was already in
receipt of RAID’s submission on CAMEC.

4.

The FSA to delay its approval of the sale of Seymour Pierce Limited until it has had
time to fully consider whether any outstanding compliance issues relating to the
company’s role as CAMEC’s nomad have been satisfactorily dealt with by the
Exchange.

 Compliance with sanctions
5.

RAID calls on the Asset Freezing Unit within HM Treasury to answer the questions on
sanctions put by RAID concerning, inter alia, the transaction by CAMEC to acquire
Zimbabwean platinum assets, the licensing of the sale/purchase of shares belonging
to sanctioned individuals and entities in ENRC’s acquisition of CAMEC, and the
tracking of the proceeds from the sale, including the release of any funds to
sanctioned individuals or entities.

 Regulation of AIM
RAID calls on the London Stock Exchange to:
6.

Close the gap between due diligence at admission and ongoing due diligence.

Whilst it is unrealistic to require due diligence on every transaction, whatever its
magnitude, it is appropriate that where transactions of a certain magnitude –
perhaps at the substantial level in the class tests – concern assets associated with
zones of conflict or weak governance, due diligence must be made mandatory.
7. Ensure that the class tests are effectively applied. Rather than leaving the decision
on compliance with the class tests to nomads, capacity should be developed within
AIM Regulation to verify the calculations relating to transactions, at the very least.

There have been instances when these tests have not been rigorously applied, to the
extent that even transactions of the magnitude of reverse takeovers have not been
notified at the time, with the attendant failure to produce a new admission document
underpinned by due diligence.
8.

Revise the class tests to increase transparency. At a minimum, the absence of
reliable financial information needs to be made notifiable without delay; substitute
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tests need to be specified and disclosed in such a case; and the results of all class
tests and substitute tests should be made public.

The current arrangement, whereby the Exchange may substitute tests (relevant
indicators of size, including industry-specific tests) when the class tests produce
anomalous results, needs to be revised if transactions such as the IMF/Boss Mining or
Sabot acquisition by CAMEC are failing to trigger disclosure, shareholder approval, a
new admission document or further due diligence. Moreover, although only the
Exchange can decide to disregard one or more of the class tests, or substitute another
test, presumably the system can work only when the nomad, responsible for advising
clients on the class tests, communicates full information to the Exchange.
9.

Make communication to the Exchange of all class tests, as calculated, mandatory,
with public censure and a fine as the automatic penalty for failure to properly apply
the class tests or for failing to communicate and seek the advice of the Exchange on
anomalous results.

10. Consider the reinstatement of the carve-outs from the EU Prospectus Directive on
the investigation of key managers.

At a minimum, such investigation must be mandatory when either applicants or
significant transactions concern assets associated with zones of conflict or weak
governance.
11. Require immediate notification when directors, key managers or other key personnel
are designated on sanctions lists.

12. Introduce rules to redistribute the balance between initial and ongoing fees, to
encourage nomads to bring bona fide companies to market and to ensure that
proper attention is given to ongoing compliance: for example, a rule should be
introduced to prevent the same company from being both nomad and broker at
admission, so that the gatekeeper function is ring-fenced from the drive to earn
commission from the capital raised.

There is evidence to show that nomads are pushing to list unsuitable applicants,
despite concerns raised in repeated due diligence investigations. Undoubtedly the
front-loaded fees that are to be earned at admission contribute to this impetus.

13. Make all breaches by nomads public, and name the adviser concerned.
In relation to accountability and market integrity and reputation, the wrong message
is being sent by suggesting that disciplinary action is not ‘enforcement-led’. This is
particularly the case when disciplinary action relates to the conduct of nomads: given
the trust placed in them to ensure the compliance of their clients, it is of the utmost
importance that their own conduct is of the highest standard. One of the regulatory
principles in the Financial Services Bill refers to the desirability of publishing
information on authorized persons.
14. End the recently-introduced practice of restricting the public censure of nomads to
illustrative cases.

Such a practice leaves questions in the minds of other client companies as to the extent
of a nomad’s non-compliance and its level of competence, making it hard to reach a
decision whether to change nomad.
15. Review the 30-day rule and the expense associated with changing nomads who
breach the rules.
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The stricture and costs discourage companies from getting rid of a nomad even in
circumstances where its adviser has been disciplined for rule breaches or has
otherwise offered wrong advice on compliance.
16. Draw up rules and transparent procedures on handling complaints, to support the
standing given by the Exchange to third parties and the public in submitting
complaints on company and nomad conduct and compliance with the AIM rules.

At present, blanket confidentiality cloaks the whole process and excludes the
complainant, even to the extent that AIM regulation refuses to seek further
information or clarification about the complaint. Commercial confidentiality should
not be used as a pretext to restrict the regulator from disclosing information about
investigations. This would be in line with another of the regulatory principles in the
Financial Services Bill (FSM Act 2000 new section 3B) which states that a regulator
should exercise its functions transparently. But in order for this principle to be
meaningful, a change to the present duty of regulatory confidentiality would be
required.
17. Extend the degree of mandatory due diligence on material assets in the AIM Note for
Mining, Oil and Gas Companies to cover substantial transactions in conflict or weak
governance zones. Such due diligence should include, for example, thorough checks
on the validity of titles and licences, the reputation of key managers, business
partners and associates, and the rigour of accounting practices.

18. Ensure that due diligence on such assets explores and discloses criticisms made by
competent bodies about the provenance of assets, to include the impact of
exploitative arrangements upon the human rights and security situation; and
appoint a competent person, if necessary, in addition to the appropriate legal
adviser, to assist the nomad in this regard.

It is apparent that the means by which mineral concessions are obtained in extremis in
conflict or weak governance situations often leads to the exploitative transfers of
concessions. The exposure of such transfers fuels calls for the renegotiation of
contracts and may even lead to the cancellation of licences or the expropriation of
assets.

 Wider market regulation
RAID calls on the FSA:
19. To use its existing powers under Section 165 of the FSMA to require that the
Exchange as an RIE provide the FSA with information on how it has handled RAID’s
submission on CAMEC in light of concerns raised by the timing and nature of the
Disciplinary Notice (AD11) against Seymour Pierce.

The notice fails to address compliance issues relating to the CAMEC case and appears
to restrict further public censure and the suspended fine to future acts.
In relation to the Financial Services Bill, RAID recommends:
20. That new powers of the FCA to impose financial penalties or to issue public censures
through a warning notice in relation to contraventions of regulatory requirements by
RIEs – including the Exchange – be retained in the Bill and not diluted.
21. That new FCA powers to appoint a skilled person to prepare a report on any matter
where an RIE is required to provide information be incorporated into the FSMA to
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increase scrutiny of the Exchange, for example in the way it handles complaints and
enforces disciplinary action.
22. That commercial confidentiality should not be used to restrict disclosure by the FCA
and that section 348 of the amended FSMA should be as unrestrictive as possible.
23. That a provision be included requiring disclosure of payments made by oil, gas and
mining companies to British and foreign governments.

Such a provision would provide information to investors, help stem corruption, and
encourage the accountable use of the revenues from the oil, gas and mining sector.
24. That the Bill be amended to place a duty on the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA),
in its role as the UK listing authority, to require all energy (including mining, oil and
gas) companies listed on the stock exchange to conduct human rights due diligence
to identify, prevent and mitigate adverse impacts of their operations; companies
should submit annual human rights impact reports to the Exchange which should
also be publicly available.

The UN Guiding Principles (in Principle 7) recognise the heightened risk of gross
human rights violations in conflict-affected areas and call upon States to help ensure
that business enterprises are not involved in such abuses.
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